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Student Feedback Dr Amy Glen

1 Student Evaluation of Teaching

I have had formal teaching surveys carried out at all four tertiary institutions at which I have taught. Because the survey
questions/statements and scoring scales have differed between institutions, I have chosen to summarise my results by
giving, for each unit, the overall mean and median scores (i.e., mean of means and median of medians) as percentages. For
example, at Murdoch University scores range from 1 – Strongly Disagree to 6 – Strongly Agree, so an overall mean or median
score of 5.5 out of 6, for instance, would be represented by 91.7% in the following table. The last column of the table also
shows, for each unit at Murdoch University only, the mean score out of 6 for the last standard statement (Q8) on the Unit
Survey: “Overall, I was satisfied with the quality of this unit”.

Institution Year Course/Unit Mean (%) Median (%) Unit Survey Q8

Murdoch University

S1, 2018 MAS162 Foundations of Discrete Maths 92.2 100 5.24 (87.0%)
S2, 2017 MAS225 Discrete Maths & Management Sci – – 5.71 (95.2%)
S2, 2017 MAS161 Calculus & Matrix Algebra – – 5.65 (94.2%)
S1, 2017 MAS162 Foundations of Discrete Maths 92.4 100 5.28 (88.0%)
S2, 2016 MAS161 Calculus & Matrix Algebra 90.5 100 5.00 (83.3%)
S1, 2016 MAS162 Foundations of Discrete Maths 96.1 100 5.69 (94.8%)
S2, 2015 MAS161 Calculus & Matrix Algebra 95.1 100 5.54 (92.3%)
S1, 2015 MAS162 Foundations of Discrete Maths 91.7 100 5.21 (86.8%)
S2, 2014 MAS161 Calculus & Matrix Algebra – – 5.68 (94.7%)
S2, 2013 MAS161 Calculus & Matrix Algebra 97.3 100 5.71 (95.2%)
S1, 2013 MAS167 Computational Mathematics 93.0 100 5.23 (87.2%)
S2, 2012 MAS161 Calculus & Matrix Algebra 93.3 100 5.56 (92.7%)
S1, 2012 MAS167 Computational Mathematics 94.4 100 5.21 (86.8%)
S2, 2011 MAS161 Calculus & Matrix Algebra 90.6 100 5.48 (91.3%)
S1, 2011 MAS167 Computational Mathematics 94.4 100 5.75 (95.8%)
S2, 2010 MAS167 Computational Mathematics 87.7 87.5 5.32 (88.7%)

Overall Results at Murdoch 93.0 100 5.45 (91.0%)
Reykjavík University 2008 Discrete Mathematics 89.0 100 –

The University of Adelaide

2006 Statistical Modelling II 93.9 100 –
2006 Statistical Practice I 85.3 85.7 –
2006 Statistical Practice I (Life Sciences) 82.3 85.7 –
2005 Statistical Theory and Modelling II 89.9 100 –

Bradford College 2005 Statistical Practice I 93.6 100 –
Overall Results 91.7 100 –

Table 1: Overall mean and median scores (out of 100%) on teaching surveys, plus unit survey results at Murdoch.

To get an idea of which aspects of my teaching are best (in the sense that they are most highly regarded by students),
I have compiled the following table, which displays my mean and median scores for each of the standard and optional
questions/statements on all of my teaching surveys that have been carried out at Murdoch University from second semester
2010 to first semester 2018. The scores for each question range from 1 – Strongly Disagree to 6 – Strongly Agree. The last two
columns show my mean and median scores for each question, calculated from the responses of a total of 344 students.

Question/Statement Mean score out of 6 Mean score as %
1) Amy demonstrates appropriate knowledge of the subject area. 5.80 96.6%
2) Amy communicates effectively. 5.46 91.0%
3) Amy motivates and inspires me to learn. 5.36 89.4%
4) I feel I can obtain support and/or assistance from Amy if I need it. 5.63 93.9%
5) Amy encourages me to develop independent learning skills. 5.44 90.7%
6) Amy provides me with useful feedback. 5.49 91.4%
7) Overall, Amy helps me to learn effectively. 5.50 91.6%
8) Amy is well prepared for classes. 5.65 94.1%
9) Amy shows enthusiasm for teaching the subject. 5.77 96.2%
10) Amy shows concern for students. 5.58 93.0%
11) Whenever I needed to, I was able to make contact with Amy online. 5.76 96.1%

Overall 5.58 93.0%

Table 2: Overall mean scores for questions on teaching surveys at Murdoch (2010–2018).

Judging from the scores in Table 2 (as well as student comments in the attached teaching surveys), my clear explana-
tions, organisation skills (e.g., preparedness for classes), enthusiasm, willingness to help and approachability (in-person
and online) were teaching attributes most strongly valued by students. Aside from my abounding enthusiasm and concern
for students, I also strive as a teacher to explain mathematical concepts as clearly as possible and in a range of different
ways to cater to the various learning needs of students. Even more, I always show a strong passion for the subject matter of
all courses that I teach.
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The following sections summarise, for each institute at which I have taught, the results from each of my teaching surveys
in the form of a table that displays, for each of the questions/statements on the survey, the number of students giving each
possible score as well as the mean and median scores. I have chosen to provide both the mean and median scores since the
median is an unbiased estimate for the true centre of the distribution of scores, whereas the mean value can be skewed by
very low or very high scores (and hence, it can be a less useful measure of centre in such skewed cases).

1.1 Murdoch University

Since second semester 2010, Murdoch University has been administering teaching surveys online instead of in class. This
has unfortunately resulted in much lower survey response rates. Still, the University is continuing to conduct teaching
surveys in this way with the hope that students will become more involved in the online evaluation of teachers over time.

Standard Survey Statements:

1) Amy demonstrates appropriate knowledge of the subject area.
2) Amy communicates effectively.
3) Amy motivates and inspires me to learn.
4) I feel I can obtain support and/or assistance from Amy if I need it.
5) Amy encourages me to develop independent learning skills.
6) Amy provides me with useful feedback.
7) Overall, Amy helps me to learn effectively.

Optional Statements:

8) Amy is well prepared for classes.
9) Amy shows enthusiasm for teaching the subject.
10) Amy shows concern for students.
11) Whenever I needed to, I was able to make contact with Amy online.

Scoring Scale: 1 – Strongly Disagree . . . to . . . 6 – Strongly Agree [and UJ — Unable to Judge]

MAS162 – Foundations of Discrete Mathematics, Semester 1, 2018

Score
Question/Statement UJ 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 2 5 30 5.74 6
2) Communicates effectively 1 2 3 5 24 5.38 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 2 4 9 21 5.34 6
4) Support and assistance 1 1 1 5 28 5.56 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 1 3 2 7 23 5.41 6
6) Provides useful feedback 2 4 11 19 5.44 6
7) Promotes effective learning 1 7 2 26 5.46 6
8) Well prepared 2 1 11 23 5.61 6
9) Enthusiastic 1 3 5 26 5.67 6
10) Shows concern 2 1 1 12 21 5.52 6
11) Reachable online 4 1 7 23 5.70 6

Overall 5.53 6

Number of responses: 37; Number of students enrolled: 121; Response rate: 31%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in first semester 2018 was 31.23%.
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MAS162 – Foundations of Discrete Mathematics, Semester 1, 2017

Score
Question/Statement UJ 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 5 21 5.88 6
2) Communicates effectively 2 7 16 5.42 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 2 4 8 12 5.23 5
4) Support and assistance 2 6 18 5.69 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 2 6 6 12 5.15 5
6) Provides useful feedback 2 2 8 13 5.56 6
7) Promotes effective learning 4 8 14 5.46 6
8) Well prepared 2 7 18 5.74 6
9) Enthusiastic 1 3 24 5.82 6
10) Shows concern 1 3 9 15 5.36 6
11) Reachable online 3 2 4 17 5.68 6

Overall 5.54 6

Number of responses: 28; Number of students enrolled: 84; Response rate: 33.3%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in first semester 2017 was 31.65%.

MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2016

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 1 3 9 5.62 6
2) Communicates effectively 2 2 9 5.54 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 1 1 1 1 9 5.23 6
4) Support and assistance 1 1 2 9 5.38 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 1 3 9 5.54 6
6) Provides useful feedback 1 1 1 2 8 5.00 6
7) Promotes effective learning 1 1 2 9 5.46 6
8) Well prepared 1 1 4 7 5.23 6
9) Enthusiastic 1 2 10 5.69 6
10) Shows concern 1 1 3 8 5.31 6
11) Reachable online 3 9 5.75 6

Overall 5.43 6

Number of responses: 13; Number of students enrolled: 56; Response rate: 23.2%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in second semester 2016 was 29%.

MAS162 – Foundations of Discrete Mathematics, Semester 1, 2016

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 1 14 5.93 6
2) Communicates effectively 1 1 2 11 5.47 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 1 3 11 5.67 6
4) Support and assistance 3 12 5.80 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 1 1 13 5.80 6
6) Provides useful feedback 1 2 12 5.73 6
7) Promotes effective learning 1 2 12 5.73 6
8) Well prepared 4 12 5.75 6
9) Enthusiastic 2 14 5.88 6
10) Shows concern 3 12 5.80 6
11) Reachable online 2 13 5.87 6

Overall 5.77 6

Number of responses: 16; Number of students enrolled: 55; Response rate: 29.1%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in first semester 2016 was 33%.
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MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2015

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 6 26 5.81 6
2) Communicates effectively 2 8 22 5.62 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 4 6 22 5.56 6
4) Support and assistance 1 5 26 5.78 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 2 7 23 5.66 6
6) Provides useful feedback 3 4 24 5.68 6
7) Promotes effective learning 9 23 5.72 6
8) Well prepared 1 5 27 5.79 6
9) Enthusiastic 1 4 28 5.82 6
10) Shows concern 1 2 5 25 5.61 6
11) Reachable online 2 5 26 5.73 6

Overall 5.71 6

Number of responses: 33; Number of students enrolled: 121; Response rate: 27.27%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in second semester 2015 was 30%.

MAS162 – Foundations of Discrete Mathematics, Semester 1, 2015

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 4 26 5.87 6
2) Communicates effectively 3 2 6 19 5.37 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 1 3 12 14 5.30 5
4) Support and assistance 1 8 20 5.62 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 1 2 13 14 5.33 5
6) Provides useful feedback 2 13 14 5.41 5
7) Promotes effective learning 1 3 12 14 5.30 5
8) Well prepared 2 10 17 5.52 6
9) Enthusiastic 8 22 5.73 6
10) Shows concern 1 14 14 5.45 5
11) Reachable online 10 18 5.64 6

Overall 5.50 6

Number of responses: 30; Number of students enrolled: 129; Response rate: 23.26%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in first semester 2015 was 31%.

MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2013

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 3 35 5.92 6
2) Communicates effectively 1 5 32 5.82 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 1 5 30 5.81 6
4) Support and assistance 2 4 32 5.79 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 2 7 27 5.69 6
6) Provides useful feedback 2 4 30 5.78 6
7) Promotes effective learning 6 32 5.84 6
8) Well prepared 4 34 5.89 6
9) Enthusiastic 1 1 36 5.92 6
10) Shows concern 1 5 31 5.81 6
11) Reachable online 2 30 5.94 6

Overall 5.84 6

Number of responses: 38; Number of students enrolled: 107; Response rate: 35.51%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in second semester 2013 was 29%.
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MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, Semester 1, 2013

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 4 18 5.82 6
2) Communicates effectively 1 7 14 5.59 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 5 3 14 5.41 6
4) Support and assistance 2 3 17 5.68 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 1 1 16 13 5.48 6
6) Provides useful feedback 2 5 14 5.48 6
7) Promotes effective learning 3 3 16 5.59 6

Overall 5.58 6

Number of responses: 22; Number of students enrolled: 89; Response rate: 24.72%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in first semester 2013 was 30%.

[Note: The usual four optional statements (as included in my other teaching surveys at Murdoch – see above and below)
were not included in this teaching survey because of a glitch with the survey system.]

MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2012

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 6 22 5.79 6
2) Communicates effectively 1 2 8 17 5.46 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 3 1 8 16 5.32 6
4) Support and assistance 2 6 21 5.66 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 1 1 12 14 5.39 5.5
6) Provides useful feedback 2 6 17 5.60 6
7) Promotes effective learning 1 1 7 19 5.57 6
8) Well prepared 2 8 17 5.56 6
9) Enthusiastic 1 2 25 5.82 6
10) Shows concern 2 6 20 5.64 6
11) Reachable online 1 3 19 5.78 6

Overall 5.60 6

Number of responses: 29; Number of students enrolled: 137; Response rate: 21.17%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in 2012 was 36.3%.

MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, Semester 1, 2012

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 5 16 5.76 6
2) Communicates effectively 1 1 6 14 5.50 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 1 8 12 5.52 6
4) Support and assistance 2 2 14 5.67 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 6 14 5.70 6
6) Provides useful feedback 1 2 3 14 5.45 6
7) Promotes effective learning 1 1 6 14 5.50 6
8) Well prepared 4 16 5.80 6
9) Enthusiastic 4 18 5.82 6
10) Shows concern 1 1 16 5.83 6
11) Reachable online 1 2 15 5.78 6

Overall 5.67 6

Number of responses: 22; Number of students enrolled: 77; Response rate: 28.57%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in 2012 was 36.3%.
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MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2011

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 1 16 22 5.54 6
2) Communicates effectively 7 12 19 5.32 5.5
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 3 6 14 16 5.10 5.5
4) Support and assistance 1 15 22 5.55 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 1 1 1 17 17 5.30 5
6) Provides useful feedback 1 2 12 19 5.44 6
7) Promotes effective learning 3 1 17 18 5.28 5
8) Well prepared 1 1 16 20 5.45 6
9) Enthusiastic 1 8 29 5.74 6
10) Shows concern 2 14 18 5.47 6
11) Reachable online 3 8 23 5.59 6

Overall 5.43 6

Number of responses: 40; Number of students enrolled: 109; Response rate: 36.70%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch in 2011 was 41%.

MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, Semester 1, 2011

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 4 18 5.82 6
2) Communicates effectively 1 7 14 5.59 6
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 4 5 12 5.38 6
4) Support and assistance 2 5 15 5.59 6
5) Encourages independent learning skills 4 7 11 5.32 5.5
6) Provides useful feedback 5 15 5.75 6
7) Promotes effective learning 1 5 15 5.67 6
8) Well prepared 3 18 5.86 6
9) Enthusiastic 4 18 5.82 6
10) Shows concern 1 7 12 5.55 6
11) Reachable online 1 16 5.94 6

Overall 5.66 6

Number of responses: 22; Number of students enrolled: 55; Response rate: 40%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch University in this semester was 37.5%.

MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, Semester 2, 2010

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Median
1) Sound knowledge of subject area 2 12 5.86 6
2) Communicates effectively 1 1 1 6 5 4.93 5
3) Motivates and inspires students to learn 2 3 4 5 4.86 5
4) Support and assistance 1 6 7 5.43 5.5
5) Encourages independent learning skills 4 6 4 5.00 5
6) Provides useful feedback 2 1 6 5 5.00 5
7) Promotes effective learning 1 1 1 7 4 4.86 5
8) Well prepared 6 7 5.54 6
9) Enthusiastic 1 4 8 5.54 6
10) Shows concern 5 8 5.62 6

Overall 5.26 5.25

Number of responses: 14; Number of students enrolled: 31; Response rate: 43.75%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch University in this semester was 34.6%.
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MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, Semester 1, 2010

Survey Statements:

1) In this teacher’s classes, I have gained a good understanding of the concepts covered.
2) This teacher explains the purpose of each class as it relates to the unit.
3) This teacher is well prepared for class.
4) Classes by this teacher are well organised.
5) This teacher communicates effectively with students.
6) This teacher demonstrates enthusiasm for the subject.
7) This teacher encourages student participation in classes and/or groups.
8) This teacher provides me with opportunities to apply what I learn.
9) This teacher encourages me to be responsible for my own learning.
10) This teacher is sympathetic to student differences.
11) I found this teacher helpful if I encountered difficulties in this unit.
12) It is clear what I am expected to learn in each class.
13) This teacher provides me with useful feedback.
14) Work marked by this teacher is returned in a reasonable time.
15) This teacher marks assigned work fairly.

Scoring Scale: 1 – Strongly Disagree, 2 – Disagree, 3 – Agree, 4 – Strongly Agree

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 Mean Median
1) Effectively develops good student understanding 1 3 21 7 3.06 3
2) Explains purpose of each class 2 5 19 6 2.91 3
3) Well prepared 11 21 3.66 4
4) Well organised 17 14 3.45 3
5) Effective communication 3 18 11 3.25 3
6) Enthusiastic 1 12 19 3.56 4
7) Encourages participation 5 17 6 3.04 3
8) Provides learning opportunities 6 18 8 3.06 3
9) Encourages independent learning 2 18 9 3.24 3
10) Sympathetic to student differences 1 1 14 7 3.17 3
11) Helpful 2 3 12 13 3.20 3
12) Clear expectations 2 3 12 15 3.25 3
13) Provides useful feedback 1 5 14 8 3.04 3
14) Prompt return of assessed work 11 15 3.58 4
15) Administers fair assessment 12 12 3.50 3.5

Overall 3.26 3

Number of responses: 32; Number of students enrolled: 58; Response rate: 55.17%

The overall average response rate for all teaching surveys conducted at Murdoch University in this semester was 54%.
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1.2 Reykjavík University

E201STRJ – Discrete Mathematics, 2008

Survey Questions/Statements:

1) Generally, are you pleased or not pleased with the course/teaching approach?
2) The teacher encourages students to ask questions and have discussion.
3) Access to teacher was?
4) How do you evaluate the teaching methods in the course?
5) The teacher was well prepared.
6) There was a harmony between projects and how much time I had to spend on them?

Scoring Scale: 1 – Very Poor . . . to . . . 5 – Excellent

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 Mean Median
1) Course/teaching approach 1 1 4 4.50 5
2) Encourages participation 1 2 3 4.33 4.5
3) Availability 1 1 4 4.5 5
4) Teaching methods 1 1 4 4.5 5
5) Well prepared 2 4 4.67 5
6) Assessment tasks 2 1 3 4.17 4.5

Overall 4.45 5

Number of responses: 6; Number of students enrolled: 12; Response rate: 50%

1.3 The University of Adelaide

Survey Questions/Statements:

1) All things considered, how would you rate the effectiveness of this person as a university teacher?
2) This person is well organised.
3) This person shows concern for students.
4) This person shows enthusiasm for encouraging student learning.
5) This person encourages student participation.
6) This person stimulates my interest in learning this course.
7) This person gives clear explanations.
8) This person is confident.
9) This person makes effective use of examples.
10) This person makes effective use of audio-visual materials.
11) This person teaches in a way that makes note-taking easy.
12) This person emphasises the important points.
13) This person is well prepared for each class.
14) This person is willing to help students.

[Note: Statements 8–14 where optional additions to the survey, which I used only in 2005 for the course Statistical Theory
and Modelling II (see below).]

Scoring Scale: 1 – Very Poor/Strongly Disagree . . . to . . . 7 – Outstanding/Strongly Agree

STATS 2011: Statistical Modelling II, 2006

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Median
1) Teaching effectiveness 2 6 15 6.6 7
2) Well organised 5 18 6.8 7
3) Shows concern 1 2 20 6.8 7
4) Enthusiastic 2 6 15 6.6 7
5) Encourages participation 2 4 5 12 6.2 7
6) Stimulating 2 1 9 11 6.3 6
7) Clear explanations 2 4 17 6.7 7

Overall 6.57 7

Number of responses: 23; Number of students enrolled: 25; Response rate: 92%
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STATS 1000: Statistical Practice I, 2006

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Median
1) Teaching effectiveness 1 9 23 11 6.0 6
2) Well organised 1 6 16 23 6.3 6.5
3) Shows concern 2 4 15 25 6.4 7
4) Enthusiastic 3 9 18 16 6.0 6
5) Encourages participation 1 8 12 15 9 5.5 6
6) Stimulating 2 5 15 17 7 5.4 6
7) Clear explanations 1 2 7 14 22 6.2 6

Overall 5.97 6

Number of responses: 46; Number of students enrolled: 85; Response rate: 54.12%

STATS 1004: Statistical Practice I (Life Sciences), 2006

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Median
1) Teaching effectiveness 1 14 38 72 37 5.8 6
2) Well organised 5 18 59 82 6.3 6.5
3) Shows concern 1 15 37 72 39 5.8 6
4) Enthusiastic 4 12 44 70 34 5.7 6
5) Encourages participation 3 6 17 39 63 35 5.6 6
6) Stimulating 3 4 13 33 40 44 23 5.0 5
7) Clear explanations 3 8 28 63 62 6.1 6

Overall 5.76 6

Number of responses: 164; Number of students enrolled: 256; Response rate: 64%

STATS 2011: Statistical Theory and Modelling II, 2005

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Median
1) Teaching effectiveness 1 7 3 6.2 6
2) Well organised 3 9 6.8 7
3) Shows concern 3 9 6.8 7
4) Enthusiastic 1 6 5 6.3 6
5) Encourages participation 1 1 5 3 2 5.3 5
6) Stimulating 1 0 3 5 3 5.8 6
7) Clear explanations 3 4 5 6.2 6
8) Confident 7 5 6.4 6
9) Effective use of examples 1 0 4 5 2 5.6 6
10) Effective audio-visual use 1 6 5 6.3 6
11) Easy to take notes 3 4 5 6.2 6
12) Emphasises important points 1 5 6 6.4 6.5
13) Well prepared 3 9 6.8 7
14) Willing to help 1 11 6.9 7

Overall 6.29 6

Number of responses: 12; Number of students enrolled: 16; Response rate: 75%
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1.4 Bradford College

Survey Questions/Statements:

1) All things considered how would you rate the effectiveness of Amy as a teacher?
2) Amy is well organised.
3) Amy teaches at an appropriate level for me.
4) Amy shows enthusiasm for encouraging student learning and participation.
5) Amy gives clear explanations.
6) Amy exhibits sound knowledge of the course.

Scoring Scale: 1 – Very Poor/Strongly Disagree . . . to . . . 7 – Outstanding/Strongly Agree

STATS 1000: Statistical Practice I, 2005

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Median
1) Teaching effectiveness 6 8 6.57 7
2) Well organised 6 8 6.57 7
3) Level 1 5 8 6.50 7
4) Enthusiastic 8 6 6.43 6
5) Clear Explanations 1 3 10 6.64 7
6) Knowledgeable 6 8 6.57 7

Overall 6.55 7

Number of responses: 14; Number of students enrolled: 18; Response rate: 77.78%

MATH 1009: Introduction to Financial Mathematics I, 2004

Score
Question/Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean Median
1) Teaching effectiveness 1 1 3 4 3 3 4.93 5
2) Well organised 3 4 6 2 5.47 6
3) Level 1 2 3 6 3 5.53 6
4) Enthusiastic 1 1 2 5 3 3 5.13 5
5) Clear Explanations 1 1 1 1 6 5 5.67 6
6) Knowledgeable 1 3 3 5 3 5.27 6

Overall 5.33 6

Number of responses: 15; Number of students enrolled: 24; Response rate: 62.5%
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2 Informal Student Feedback – Unsolicited Emails & Letters

Thank-you card:

"You’re one of the most inspiring, hard-working, energetic lecturers I’ve ever met. I’ve learned a lot from your teaching of
STATS 1000. Thank you!" – July, 2006

Date: Thu, 07 Apr 2005 23:34:29 +0930
Subject: Thankyou

Hey Amy :)
Thanks for being an awesome lecturer. I actually get Algebra because the
way you present a concept then give an example which is like exactly how
I like to learn. And your notes are very helpful. But ya, I never
thought that imaginary numbers and complex cojugates could be so
interesting. Hehehe, just kidding, i’m not that much of a geek, I just
like math alot, well maybe I am a geek.. Anyway, I actually had fun and
learned heaps, so, ya...thanks heaps...hope I get ya for a tutor, or a
lecturer in the future. Best Wishes.s

Date: 23 Jun 2006 01:47
Subject: Re: Assignment 5 mark

Dear Amy,
Thanks very much for your help. Know that your willingness to help me and
others is greatly appreciated. Keep on doing what you do and don’t lose the
passion that you have for helping others.
All the best

Date: 22 May 2006 06:42
Subject: Thanks

Hello Amy,

Just wanted to say thanks for staying back to answer mine and ______’s queries
this afternoon, despite the fact you must have been exhausted from jetlag still!

You’re a great teacher and have certainly inspired me to aim to pursue further
stats courses in the years to come.

So, "thanks"!

Date: 27-Mar-2006 18:01
Subject: Re: Statistical Practice 1

Hi Amy,

i am impressed with your energetic teaching technique and encouraging style.
i believe the most important thing a teacher can do for students is to give
guidance and encouragment whenever needed. And i guess you have done well in
this aspect.
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Date: 17 Nov 2006 01:09
Subject: SMII Ta !

Hi Amy,

Thanks heaps for everything this semester!!! Seeing as I’m traditionally a crap
student (and yes I know i nod off in lectures) I think I’ve done alright this
semester in stats, so obviously you are doing something right ! My assignment
grades would state otherwise though - haha.

So yeah just an email letting you know that I appreciate the effort you put in
this semester to get my cruddy brain to understand everything (and I hadn’t done
stats since 2001, so quite some feat).

Have fun marking the exams ;)

I look forward to 2007 - might even do some more statistics subjects in spite of
my better judgement :P

Date: 31 Oct 2006 06:22
Subject: Thanks Amy:)

Hey Amy:)
Just wanted to thank you for teaching me this semester. I really enjoyed the
material, and you taught it very thoroughly, and with enthusiasm which was
really lovely! I really enjoyed getting to know you a little bit, and I hear
you’re going to Canada, so Goodluck with that! I hope you have a brilliant
time:)
Thanks again!

Date: 1 Nov 2006 03:33
Subject: Re: Useful information

Amy,

Thank you so much, the files were very helpful; especially the revision sheet.
It is ironic that the one person that has helped me so much in this course is
not even part of it :). Once again, thank you for all the help you have given
me over the past few weeks and good luck in Canada!

Quoting Amy Glen <amy.glen@adelaide.edu.au>:
> Hi ____,
>
> I thought the attached files might be helpful as far as exam
> revision is concerned. The first of these files is an "exam revision
> guide" that I prepared for my LTPS students, and the other two files
> constitute a linear regression exercise and its solution.
>
> Good luck!
>
> Best wishes,
> Amy ;-)

Date: 30-Oct-2006 19:47
Subject: Re: Assignment 5 marks, exam consulting, etc.

Hi Amy,
I have really enjoyed stats modelling this semester, thanks heaps for being a
great lecturer! I hope you have a fun and prosperous time in Canada! I hope to
see you back in Adelaide at some stage.
Thanks again
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Date: 4 Sep 2006 08:13
Subject: Stats Test

Hi Amy

I am contacting you because I need to ask you a question about the test from
today. Not specifically related to the statistics involved but necessary all
the same.

...
By the way, not to sound like I’m sucking up, but I didn’t get a chance to
thank you for your lecturing this semester because you made learning stats
easy, and I’m not the only one who thinks so, quite a few other people I know
think the same so we appreciate it.

Thanks

Date: Thu, 07 Apr 2005 16:19:53 +0930
Subject: Thanks

Hi Amy,

Thank you very much for teaching us algebra. Every one of your lectures was
really good and I can’t imagine how hard it is to teach so many students at
once. You did a great job.

Thanks

Date: Tue, 12 Apr 2005 21:51:57 +0930
Subject: thanks

Hi Amy,

I was going to have a chat to you the other day after the tute, but I ran out of
time.

_____ mentioned that you were curious as to what students thought of how you
were going etc. Just to remove any fears, I think you did a great job, and I
know many other people feel the same way. the set up of yoru lectures was
straight forward and you went to great lengths to explain everything.

So, thank you, you were a great teacher.

Have fun

Date: 3 January 2011 18:20
Subject: Thank You!
To: Amy Glen <amy.glen@gmail.com>

Hi Amy,

I’d just like to write you this email expressing my gratitude to you
for all your help and assistance during the last semester. I got the
result for the unit back and I am pleased with the result and I
believe I could not have done it without your help. The unit was
fascinating and your energetic attitude and willingness to help
outside the hours of class were incredibly helpful. Thank you so
much Amy for the last semester. Due to the unit being enjoyable I
was wondering about minors that can be completed using MAS167
and how I can further what I know. :)

Thanks again
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Date: 14 May 2011 05:39
Subject:
To: Amy Glen <amy.glen@gmail.com>

Hi Dr. Glen

Thank you very much for explaining some maths to me. You made it so easy
to understand the unit and I really like it.

Thank you very much again and have a lovely weekend.

Sent via BlackBerry from Vodafone

Date: 24 May 2011 02:11
Subject: Re: Assignment 5 Extension
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Dr Glen,

I’ve submitted my Assignment 5 via External Studies. I also wanted to
say thank you for being a great lecturer. I’ve learnt a lot from your
unit and very much enjoyed your teaching style!

Thanks heaps :)

Sincerely

Date: 31 May 2011 13:19
Subject: cheat notes
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hi Amy,

Here’s my notes - I wasn’t clear enough when I asked for them to be
checked - my paranoia is more whether the exam supervisors will be
ok with them - I don’t think there would be anything wrong with them
but I’d rather not get them chucked out at the last minute.

Thanks so much for your supervision during the semester - the unit
has been challenging since it’s been about 17 years since I last had
a go at any maths study and there has been a fair bit of head banging
and teeth gnashing but your feedback and support has been invaluable,
and I feel like I’ve actually learned something - so thank you, it’s
appreciated!

Regards

Post on LMS Discussion Board for MAS161:

Subject: Re:Hello to the Dead Forum!
Topic: Main
Author:
Date: 25 August 2011 8:04 PM

Hehe :-) at least I’m not the only wannabe math teacher out there :-) I’m doing a double major in maths
and education, and I finished my chemistry minor last year. I enjoyed MAS167, at least I did when Amy Glen took
over from ****. She made everything really interesting (her enthusiasm is contagious). I’m glad we have her as
a lecturer this semester.
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Date: 2 November 2011 14:16
Subject: MAS167 (Sem1) - Student feedback
To: a.glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hello Dr Amy Glen,

It has been nearly a semester since completing MAS167 under your mentorship, and I just wanted to say how useful
and relevant I found the unit.

Admittedly, I delayed taking this maths unit in my first semester of Computer Science, as I both feared
and questioned its relevance to my studies. It hasn’t taken me long to reap the rewards of completing this unit -
when confronted with daily mathematical or other programming tasks.

I want to thank you personally for making MAS167 so interesting with your enthusiasm, general interest and
involvement with student development.

Best regards

Date: 30 November 2011 06:58
Subject: MAS161
To: "a.glen@murdoch.edu.au" <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just wanted to say thank you for being a wonderful lecturer and teacher this year. It made my first year of
university much easier and more enjoyable. I found your lectures and emails very helpful and easy to understand.
I wish you taught all my future maths subjects as well! I really enjoyed doing both your subjects this year and
have learned a LOT! You have been my favourite lecturer this year :)

So thank you!

Date: 6 May 2012 20:22
Subject: 2nd, 3rd year maths
To: "A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au" <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I was one of, if not the only, "persistent" mature aged students in 161 last semester. As I sit here finishing
off yet another piece of MAS2** confusion (aka assignment) I feel compelled to ask that you consider taking
2nd/ 3rd year units. We could really use your dedication, organisation and general teaching skills.

Thanks again for last semester

Date: 19 June 2012 16:58
Subject: MAS167 S1 2012 Exam
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

G’day Amy,

Thanks for posting the exam answers on line. It was good to be able to go over a couple of questions.

I know this is a bit early, but when you have released the final unit marks, could you please tell me my final
exam mark? I know they don’t always give the exam mark, just the unit mark, but I like to know how I went in the
exam, and previously I have asked the lecturer and they have been able to supply my mark.

That arvo, whilst having a quiet beer or 3, I was going over some of the questions I could remember, and realized
I made some stupid simple mistakes, base/ floating point conversions for one. Doh... silly mistakes we make rushing
through the easy stuff. So I’d like to know how I went if that’s ok?

Thanks for all your help during the semester too, very much appreciated. It took me a bit to get my brain thinking
along those lines again, but the couple of hints you provided definitely helped give me the kick start I needed.
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And allowing a bit of flexibility with the assignments enabled me to juggle work and study and spend a bit of
extra time working each question out so I understood how to find the answer. So thanks again.

Cheers

Date: 2 July 2012 13:31
Subject: RE: MAS167
To: a.glen@murdoch.edu.au

To my dearest and newly-crowned most favourite unit coordinator,

I just checked my results... I ended up scoring 77 for MAS167! Given that I only submitted 2 of the 5 external
assignments and I needed around 65% in the exam just to pass, I’m pleasantly surprised :) I’d just like to
sincerely thank you one more time for letting me sit the exam after I’d missed it. I could have potentially been
in a lot worse of a mood right now! I’m curious as to what I scored in the exam so if you don’t mind having a
quick look whenever you’re free I’d appreciate it. :) :)

That aside, I’m looking forward to MAS161 this semester! I’m going to coming into this unit organised and focused
and I WILL be your top student come end-of-year results. I’ll keep in touch throughout the semester.

Regards

Date: 5 July 2012 18:04
Subject: thanks for MAS167
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>
Cc: D.Farrow@murdoch.edu.au

Hi Amy,

i just wanted to say a big thanks for your efforts towards this unit. I had a great time of it, thanks especially
to your patience, ever-presence on the emails at all hours, enthusiasm during lectures and hard work in keeping
all the LMS stuff up to date and as informative as possible. It was a major comfort as an external to know you
would always do whatever you could to help me out. This is infinitely more than I can say for some other lecturers
i’ve had!!

I missed the chance (through laziness) to complete the feedback survey, so I’m cc’ing Duncan Farrow on this,
i hope this isn’t innappropriate /embarrassing :)

Anyhoo, I was going to say that I hope to learn from you again, not realising that you are in fact taking MAS161.
hooray for me!

Thanks again, I will be bugging you again in a few weeks for semester 2 :P

Regards

Date: 5 August 2012 10:54
Subject: Lectures
To: "A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au" <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Amy,
Looking forward to another exciting semester of maths! The Friday lecture was cut a little short online with the
IVT stuff. There was only one more slide anyway, but did you mention anything we’d need to know to answer the
question in the assignment? I’m assuming not, but would certainly love to be certain :)

I was said to hear in the first lecture that 167 attendance was poor :( I love your lectures and wish I could
attend! I wouldn’t have gotten such a good mark if the iLectures weren’t such a fantastic (albeit unreliable)
reproduction of your amazing lectures ;)
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Date: 5 September 2012 09:53
Subject: Thanks
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Amy,
I just wanted to thank you again for all the timely and helpful replies regarding the complex numbers stuff over
the study break :) I suppose if I had just waited on your lectures, or even read the notes from last year, I could
have figured out that using different values for n when finding roots was totally wrong! Oddly enough the suggested
questions I did in the textbook didn’t highlight this error to me, so I either did it right or didn’t notice I was
doing it wrong... But in any case, I feel I understand it a lot better now and will certainly never make this
mistake for the rest of my mathematical career ;)

So I’m very grateful that you are always willing and able to walk me through the process so carefully that I can
spot my own mistakes form your working, it is greatly appreciated! I hope I don’t monopolise your time too much, or
at the very least you get some measure of satisfaction that the time isn’t wasted on me. I’m very much looking
forward to your lectures on complex numbers and am making a start on second order differentials tonight. From what
I saw last night reading the first 2 pages and looking at the assignment questions now I don’t foresee quite as
many perplexed and questioning emails :)

Seriously, thanks so much

Date: 21 September 2012 17:35
Subject: really quick question
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hi Amy,

I’m one of your external students. I’ve mostly been managing to keep up and follow the material, though definitely
not finding enough time to do as many exercises as I’d like for each topic (to be expected though, I work full time
and have two kids). Your lectures have been absolutely fantastic, really easy to follow and extremely helpful.

Thank you

Date: 1 November 2012 06:45
Subject: Exam revision lecture
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Dr. Amy,

Thank you for being such an awesome lecturer this semester :)
You have de-clawed the calculus and matrix algebra monster;
and whilst it is not yet for me a tamed furling (fictional cute character from SG1),
it is manageable, and with concerted effort I hope to pass MAS161 :)
Will the exam revision lecture be recorded on lectopia?
I eagerly welcome any extra help as an external :)

Once again, thank you for all your dedication this semester.

Date: 11 November 2012 14:58
Subject: thankyou
To: "Dr Amy Glen, School of Math, Murdoch" <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Heya Amy

thankyou for teaching MAS161 this semester
a skilled and enthusiastic lecturer (like you are) helps make the learning experience an enjoyable one
so thanks (please see attached)
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Date: 12 November 2012 16:47
Subject: MAS161
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just wanted to say thanks for your help this semester! It was a pleasure to have you teach me again!!
I have really enjoyed MAS161!!

Will I be seeing you again in any later Maths units?? Or do you teach in a different area?

Thanks again

Date: 22 December 2012 16:57
Subject: Re: Assignment 5 - MAS161
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Just wanted to say thank you again. I received your letter in the post last week, it is good to have positive
feedback especially since everything I do is through correspondence.

Thank you once again for the letter and all your encouragement throughout the semester. Hope you have a great
Christmas break! =)

Date: 10 April 2013 15:00
Subject: Maths Clinic
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

It looks like I will not be going to NZ after all so I will be at Maths Clinic on 14 May!!

Oh and I went to the award ceremony last night to receive my Ronald Searcy Award for MAS161. I just wanted to
thank you so much for that! I would not have done as well as I did without your encouragement! You really impacted
my studies and helped me to believe that I really could acheive that much in my study and it has motivated me to
aim not just for high distinctions but for as close to 100 for the subject as I possibly can (so far I am sitting
at 100 for 3 subjects and 99 for the fourth this semester)! So thank you!

Date: 16 June 2013 23:26
Subject: RE: results
To: MAS167 <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thank you Amy for helping me throughout this semester.
I saw you in exam room and quite amaze that you are so young and talented.
I really want to be like you in one day .
I wanna be a Maths tutor but I don’t know what to study other than Maths degree.
If you don’t mind, please share me your study life to be a lecturer or tutor.
Thanks

Date: 19 July 2013 15:27
Subject: Fwd: Thank You
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Amy,

Thank you for teaching and guiding me through mathematics during my 3 years stay in Murdoch. I really enjoyed the
course and have learnt much from you.
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Just to let you know, I have enrolled myself to do a graduate diploma in Physics at the University of Western
Australia.

Amy, in the event that Murdoch needs a tutor for mathematics, whether for OUA or for Murdoch units, I would be
most happy to undertake it.

Once again, I thank you for all that you have done for me.

Date: 29 November 2013 17:14
Subject: Re: MAS161 Assignment 5
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Just wanted to say a quick thank you for this semester, I really enjoyed your lectures and your quick reply’s to
all of my questions. I feel like I need to apologise for the exam, I got so flustered when I messed up the easy
equations that I lost all confidence and started double guessing myself; including integrating the wrong side of
the equation!! ooops

Anyway thank you again

Date: 6 December 2013 22:55
Subject: Exam results
To: Amy Glen <amy.glen@gmail.com>

Hi Amy,
I just wanted to say Thankyou for your support and help this semester. I really enjoyed the unit and the way you
ran it. I wouldn’t have achieved a distinction if you were not as supportive and did not encourage me.
Thanks again

Date: 7 December 2013 06:11
Subject: Re: MAS161s2_13: Final Results Now Available
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,
Thank you for making MAS161 interesting and easy to understand from your lectures/notes. A well presented
subject on-line. Merry Christmas to you and your family.

Date: 10 December 2013 16:30
Subject: MAS161 Result
To: "A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au" <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just want to thank you for everything. You were a great lecturer and unit coordinator. Seriously, I never
expected that I would get 100/100, specially given that I didn’t do further maths. I wanted to be first real badly
after that you said in your last lecture that the one being first in MAS161 gets a prize. I wonder what that would
be and when will I get it... I can’t express my happiness. Thank you, thank you so much for being a great lecturer.

Kind regards
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Date: 11 December 2013 21:00
Subject: Re: MAS161s2_13: Final Results Now Available
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thanks for sending back my cheat sheet for MAS161 along with the congratulatory letter, it is greatly appreciated.

I just had one quick question, my rank for MAS161 is showing as 1/135 and I remember you mentioning in one of
the lectures that there was a prize for coming first in the subject. I was just wondering whether I’d be eligible
for this?

In any event, I just wanted to say thanks again for the great lectures and assistance you provided during the
subject - you are a great lecturer. Hopefully you teach some other subjects at Murdoch which I may take down
the track.

Kind Regards

Date: 28 February 2014 15:03
To: "A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au" <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I tried to come by your office several times now. Finally I saw the stick note that you are away until June,
I wanted to hand you some swiss chocolate which I brought from back home, for being such a great lecturer.
Are you ever on campus any time soon? or not at all.

If not I’ll give it to another lecturer, and you will get some once you are back :)

I hope everything is well with you.

And thanks again for being such an awesome lecturer in MAS161.

Date: 6 August 2014 22:40
Subject: MAS161 Tutorials
To: a.glen@murdoch.edu.au

Dear Dr. Glen,

I am an internal student doing MAS161 and would like to change my tutorial time from Wednesday at 1:30 pm to the
Monday tutorial at 3:30 pm. Please, help me because I’m finding myself understanding so much more when you explain
things instead of others.

If the number of students for this tutorial is full, I thought of another option. Can I attend your tutorial and
always write my name on the attendance sheet, while handing my assignments to my original tutor?
In this case, you won’t have an overload of assignment papers to mark.

My student number is ******* in case you need it.

Kind regards

Date: 7 November 2014 17:33
Subject: RE: MAS161s2_14: Exam Solutions Now Available
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hey Amy,

Thanks for the solutions, I thought I aced it but it looks like I made silly mistakes on most questions...
Still hoping for the HD overall. Cheers for being a wicked lecturer/tutor and hope I have you in years to come.

Regards
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Date: 21 December 2014 at 10:23
Subject: RE: OMAS130oua3_14: Final Results
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Amy,

Just received the ’unofficial’ results today. Just wanted to say thankyou for your help throughout the semester
and for your lectures which were clear, concise and helped tremendously.

merry Christmas.

Date: 4 April 2015 at 10:15
Subject: Binomial coefficent and factorials MAS162
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hello

Just wanted to say thanks for your explanation of the binomial coefficient and pascal’s triangle in Thursday’s
lecture.

Even though had tried using google, I had never understood it fully before. Listing the n choose r in the form
of the pascal’s triangle really helped.

Your explanation of the definition of the binomial coefficient using n and r and how that related to the
triangle was also very helpful. Hadn’t had explained before how n choose r-1 fitted into the triangle so that
really helped with the expanded definition and the proof.

Regards

Date: 5 June 2015 at 18:23
Subject: RE: MAS162s1_15: 2015 Blakers Mathematics Competition, etc.
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thanks for a great first semester. The lectures were really easy to follow and have made me even more interested
in Mathematics.

If it’s not too much to ask, I was wondering what you ended up getting for your answer for question 1 of the
Blaker’s Mathematics Competition (if that doesn’t count as cheating)? I ended up with -2 and 2.

My working is attached.

Thank you

Date: 16 June 2015 at 12:43
Subject: MAS 162 - Thank you
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thank you for helping me through this course and being flexible when hurdles came my way. Your teaching style
made a huge difference in my learning which gave me confident to reach this far compared to my poor track record
the past 7 years attempting.

Hopefully, it comes together for me this Friday’s exam. My plan is to watch the exam prep lecture 35 and follow
the past exams, assignments, internal tests to get a feel of the method of how you approach a question.

Thank you again

p.s. The ironman went as well as I could with a poor lead up (due to moving, sickness and assignments) ...
I finished 18 minutes faster than last year. I’ll apply the same gusty effort when hitting this exam :-)
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Discussion Posts on the LMS after the MAS162 Exam in Semester 1 of 2015

Exam solutions
by ******* - Friday, 19 June 2015, 6:59 PM

Hi Amy! This might be a long shot, but is it possible to get the exam solutions posted for the exam we did today?
For those of us (me) that are impatient and want to see how they did? If not it’s totally cool :)

Thanks!
-------

Re: Exam solutions
by Amy Glen - Friday, 19 June 2015, 8:09 PM

Not a long shot at all Adam ;-)

In fact, you beat me to the punch - I always upload exam solutions shortly after the exam has taken place so that
everyone can get a feeling for how they did.

Both the exam question paper and the solutions can now be found under the "Past Exams & Tests" section.

Final results will be released on (or possibly before) Monday 13 July via the MyInfo portal. I’m not allowed to
divulge your marks/grades before then (according to the Assessment Policy), but as soon as final results are
released, I’ll upload the exam marks to the LMS.

All the best,
Amy :-)

Re: Exam solutions
by ******* - Friday, 19 June 2015, 8:18 PM

Thanks Amy!

Derrrr I’m such an idiot! On question 2c I did n=2:30.... when they only asked us to go to 10. Haha must have still
been on autopilot from all the past exams I’d been revising... hopefully only a half mark off for that

-------

Re: Exam solutions
by ******* - Friday, 19 June 2015, 8:47 PM

Awesome. That means we still have a short window to take you out Amy for a nice dinner with all the trims.
Time to chip in, guys.

I don’t even want to look at the solutions. I think I have somehow managed to beat my blunder record this time.

-------

Re: Exam solutions
by ******* - Saturday, 20 June 2015, 11:48 AM

Hi Amy

I would also like to add my thanks for running a great unit.

Kind regards

-------
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Re: Exam solutions
by ******* - Saturday, 20 June 2015, 4:06 PM

Good to be able to look back at the exam solutions already with the questions still fresh in my mind.

Totally agree that it was a well run unit and concepts explained well.

Never gone into an exam with such confidence before.

Thank you.

It was nice to meet you yesterday.

-------

Re: Exam solutions
by ******* - Saturday, 20 June 2015, 7:26 PM

I agree with the sentiments above, this unit was really well set out, thanks Amy!

I have to admit it’s great to be able to look through the solutions already so that I can get an early start
on smacking my head on the desk - "ok so that’s why that question was so easy, I missed a whole section of it ..."
(Q4 if you were wondering).

Date: 11 July 2015 at 11:28
Subject: Re: MAS162 Exam
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks for that Amy! I was aiming for a high distinction so I am a little disappointed with a distinction but
realistically I am pretty happy with it.

Again thanks for all of your help and support this semester, I am almost upset that I have no more maths units!

Date: 15 July 2015 at 19:12
Subject: Thankyou for the letter!
To: "A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au" <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thank you very much for your kind letter! I’m glad all my hard work over the semester paid off.
You did a great job teaching the unit, I found it really easy to understand and pick up concepts after each of the
lectures and I found all of the content to be interesting.

The letter was a nice gesture and I really appreciate it!

Date: 15 July 2015 at 20:01
Subject: Letter
To: "a.glen@murdoch.edu.au" <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Dear Dr Amy,

thank you for the congratulatory letter about stuff.

I wish to reciprocate by returning congratulations for making it through another semester of time abusing students
and forum exhibited nonsense (thank god it’s not a public forum) without going on a shooting rampage or at the
very least a frenzied pencil sharpening bout (I went through your garbage bin, I know).

Faithful to my long record of poor career choices, I am interested in the double major thing (Math/stats).

Question. Now what?
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Date: 30 July 2015 at 15:06
Subject: Re: Congratulations on your HD in MAS162
To: Amy Glen <amy.glen@gmail.com>

Thank you, Amy! It means a lot coming from you!
To be honest I was a little freaked out in the beginning of the semester but I have always liked numbers so that
fear changed into something better pretty quick. Even though it was a challenge (perhaps that was the reason)
I enjoyed MAS162 and I believe that everything I’ve learned will come in handy when we start programming this
semester.

I looked into the minor and the double major and the minor might be something that would be possible. Unfortunately,
extending my studies to do a double major will not possible because I won’t be financially supported by the Swedish
government.

Thank you for a great first semester, and for your kind words!

Date: 24 October 2015 at 21:49
Subject: MAS161 Assignment 5 Query
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hi Amy,

Hope you’re enjoying your weekend!

For the eigenvectors in Q3 c, I was wondering if there is a preference between having rational or whole numbers
in the result?

I have a result where I can multiply the eigenvector by a scalar and have a complete whole number result, but I
wasn’t sure if I had to do that.

On another note, I checked out the assignment 4 solutions and I feel compelled to tell you that I do know how to
read the time! I swear I can! I can’t believe I made such a stupid mistake on one of the easier assignments -
I think it will be my worst result yet! I couldn’t help but laugh when I saw it - I couldn’t believe it.
Oh well, live and learn...

I left you really good feedback. You run the best MAS unit I’ve done so far. I really enjoyed MAS164, MAS182
and didn’t think MAS could get any better, but it did!

Many thanks

Date: 12 November 2015 at 08:17
Subject: Many Thanks
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Good Morning Amy,

Many thanks for all the assistance you have rendered over the course of the semester.

It’s a very well organised unit and it greatly assists those who want to learn to have a lecturer like yourself
with your prompt email responses.

I’m not sure what other units you take, I think my next and last math unit for engineering is MAS220 with
Graeme Hocking. But I could be wrong and could find myself in another of your classes which I would look
forward to.
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Date: 15 November 2015 at 13:37
Subject: Re: MAS161s2_15: Sorry for the Exam results - but still a moderately happy external student.
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Dear Dr Amy Glen,

My apologies for my performance in the Final Exam last week. Since I am an external student (living in Derby)
I do not attend the on-campus workshops. As a consequence, I believe that my work-speed is somewhat slower than
the other internal students. As a result, I only managed to finish up to Question 10 (two-thirds of the Exam).

This means that as much as 20% of my final semester grade was effectively wiped out by the not-attempted
questions (I really needed an extra half-an-hour to finish the exam).

I also believe that the HD-grades from the assignments will only slightly mitigate the final result (I’ll
probably end up with a C-grade overall).

However, as I am only one student amongst 100, I hope that my poor results do not diminsh the overall grade /
distribution of the entire class of Semester-2, 2015.

I found your teaching methods / presentation to be easy to comprehend and the injection of light-heartedness to
be crucial to reducing any anxiety / stress - which calculus tends to elicit in most people. Also, the extensive
"working through" of the various practical examples (questions) in each lecture enabled me to grasp the methods
and procedures for each topic / concept.

Lastly, because of you, I was surprised to discover that calculus was neither stressful nor difficult.
Thank you for an enjoyable semester.

Date: 5 December 2015 at 13:39
Subject: Re: OMAS130 Assignment 1 Query
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hello again Amy,

Have been chewing through the lectures for OMAS130/ MAS161. Wonderful stuff, and delivered rapidly
and superbly!

Just had a few quick questions.
...

Date: 5 December 2015 at 17:01
Subject: Re: OMAS130 Assignment 1 Query
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks Amy I will do that!

You a) responded on the weekend and b) had a gathering to go to, which then would have been a prerequisite
not to respond! Oh and c) you are on leave my goodness!

Some do not respond at all. Everyone is busy, but then again, I feel like a lowly student sometimes!

Just before I leave you to your devices, I wanted to tell you that your personality and delivery of the subject is
refreshing. I am not trying to be sexist or otherwise prejudice when I say this, but being a lady of your calibre,
I think you make such a difference being the big biscuit where mathematics is concerned! Blokes can be such
grumps! :-)

Enjoy your leave and hopefully hear from you before exams!
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Date: 10 December 2015 at 11:34
Subject: Re: MAS130 Online answers to textbook exercises
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy

Sorry, thought I’d replied to this already. Yes, I’ve found the khan academy style videos of the problems.
Thank you. All this maths is coming back to me now, after 23 years since the last time I did it! Thank you for
such a well designed and well communicated course. The biochem unit from RMIT is a complete shambles
compared to yours.

Cheers

Date: 15 December 2015 at 13:30
Subject: RE: Congratulations on your HD in MAS161
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just got the congratulatory letter through mail. The letter was unable to deliver because I went to my country
for holidays. I thank you a lot for making mathematics easy and understanding. I am so happy to achieve the
top result and won a Prize in mathematics.

I have not get the news of winning the Prize yet. Looking forward for it. Thank you once again Amy.

Date: 17 December 2015 at 02:20
Subject: Re: Congratulations on your HD in MAS161
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks a lot for your sweet letter. I got HD because I had a great lecturer and coordinator ;-)

Date: 19 December 2015 at 20:42
Subject: MAS161 Result
To: "A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au" <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just returned from a short holiday and only this evening received a congratulation letter from you for my HD in
MAS161 - Thank you very much!

I wanted to write and let you know that your unit inspired me to add mathematics and statistics as a second major
(my first major is physics and nanotechnology), so thank you for the effort you put into the unit to help me achieve
my marks, I really appreciate it.

By the looks of it I’ll be learning discrete mathematics with you next semester - will be nice to have a break from
calculus!

Enjoy your break, and thanks again!

Date: 29 December 2015 at 16:35
Subject: RE: Congratulations on your HD in MAS161
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Sorry for the late reply. I had some issues with my email. Thank you very much. I moved somewhere else recently
and I forgot to change my address on MyInfo but that’s done now. Thanks also for being an amazing lecturer and
for giving us all the support we need. Happy holidays.

Warm wishes
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Date: 9 March 2016 at 16:18
Subject: 2nd year maths?
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

After a couple of days off after the OUA exam, I’ve launched straight back into studies at UWA. I’m enrolled in
3 maths units, one first year and 2 second year units. I’m not very impressed with the second year ones. There
are no text books or recommended reading, no outline for what is expected and what will be covered. The only
materials we have to go off are the lecture ppts, which have not been at all well written and are only uploaded
the week the lectures are on.

Do you teach any other maths units? I’m not doing them towards a degree, but to add some extra content units
to my science degree with the intention to do high school maths and science teaching. (I need units higher than
first year level.) I’m a full time single mum so the online format suits me but can easily get to Murdoch if need
be. I was very impressed with how well your unit was put together. You made it so easy to know exactly what to
study and when.

Thanks!

Date: 24 March 2016 at 20:20
Subject: MAS161 from November 2015 to June 2016 - Just saying thanks
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hi Amy,

We conversed a bit during my time as an OUA student doing MAS161/ MAS130, and I just wanted to thank you
for the time and effort you put it. Means a lot to have realized a lot of new topics, and very interesting
topics at that.

Might I have a bit of time asking a hand? I came across a bugger of a question on the internet, since I troll
a little bit, and it involves finding the points on a cube.

<snip>

Have a think about it anyway. Not meaning to punish you over the break, and hope you have a happy Easter.
I remember you enjoyed matrices and vectors, and because of you, so do I!

Take care Amy

On Fri, Mar 25, 2016 at 4:40 AM, Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au> wrote:

That’s a very interesting problem! I’ll give it some thought when I get a chance ... no promises, though, as
I have a rather busy long weekend ahead of me. What I can say at the minute is that your approach seems like
the best way to tackle it, although it may be better/easier to think of the ground as the xy-plane rather than
the top of the cube.

Date: 25 March 2016 at 21:24
Subject: Re: MAS161 from November 2015 to June 2016 - Just saying thanks
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks Amy!

Cheers about the exam marks. Not expecting you to be knocking yourself out just to report back. I just enjoyed
the class immensely, and you always responded to questions so diligently and compassionately. Look at the time
too! You are a night owl more than I am.
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Date: 29 May 2016 at 18:32
Subject: Re: Minterm Canonical form.
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

It was a bit of a long shot... this one missed :/

As for the whole grumpy thing, the way I see it, you come across as exuberant and joyful, making it an absolute
pleasure to attend your lectures, ask you questions and watch the lectures on-line. We are all fighting our battles
though and can never keep it up all the time. In my books, 5 stars.

(also, haven’t been covering material with the same thoroughness as at the start. Been a particularly ineffective
student the last few weeks. Been dealing with some tough issues, so I apologise for some of the less... inspiring
questions. For what it’s worth though, my decision to take maths as a second major started with your suggestion.)

Regards

Date: 6 June 2016 at 06:56
Subject: RE: Amy Glen has given feedback for assignment External Assignment 5
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thanks for another great unit Amy. I know my grades have slowly been declining (and everyone has excuses),
my grades are by no means a reflection of the unit itself compared my performance in MAS161 (I think I like
calculus more than I thought)... Anyway, please take it as a compliment that even though the learning of content
is my responsibility, I still feel like I let you down and need to explain myself - surely it’s the sign of being
a great lecturer!

Thanks again, if I see you again in future units I will consider myself very lucky indeed.

Kind regards

Date: 7 June 2016 at 07:12
Subject: Re: Amy Glen has given feedback for assignment External Assignment 5
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Doc, thanks for marking assignment so quick, note I forgot submit question 7 (sad face on feedback!) however
I think I’m on track to pass unit so happy to forgo the marks.

I’ve attached, can you just check and provide any feedback if needed as this was a question I asked about on
discussion board as done it prior to picking up on the inverse of Karnaugh map in lectures.

Thanks again and good work on the lectures this semester, always entertaining (second unit I’ve done with you)

Date: 7 June 2016 at 18:53
Subject: Re: Amy Glen has given feedback for assignment External Assignment 5
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks Amy

And, I had a "ah ha" moment in your second last lecture where it clicked to fill with max size squares, before that
I thought it was a maximise coverage with minimal overlapping, so I was combining square sizes.

Anyway, thanks for the marks and I’ve enjoyed this unit. It’s a breath of fresh air because I’m also doing Graeme
Hocking’s 3rd year modelling unit and I usually break out in heavy sweats and seizures after his lectures (it’s not
him it’s the material), face melting stuff...
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MAS162 student asking me for help with another unit that I wasn’t currently teaching them:

Date: 20 June 2016 at 12:27
Subject: Contour Lines - May i ask you a question about MAS161 as I get when you explain things?
Exam is tomorrow
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi,

I have a question from MAS161 with the exam being tomorrow.

If you have time I was wondering if you might be able to explain it for me. If not I totally understand.

I have taken the liberty of asking the question below in case you are able to help:

The issue is drawing contour lines ...

Date: 22 June 2016 at 14:20
Subject: Re: Mistake in solutions
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks so much!

You have honestly been an amazing lecturer and teacher. I have a habit of finding the best teachers.
Even in school I had the best teachers! I am going to miss you!
I hope the marking is alright for you. Do you have any tips for the way I write this exam tomorrow?
It makes me nervous that you won’t be marking mine.

Thanks for the semester!

Date: 23 June 2016 at 15:10
Subject: MAS163 exam solutions
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hi Amy,

I’m just taking a look at the exam solutions that you posted, and I think there is a mistake in the solution
for question 7(b). Once you treat the 4 vowels in MATHEMATICS as one letter, there are 7 letters left, not 8
as in the solution. Could you please check for me?

Thanks Amy. And thank you for all your help this semester, and last semester in fact. I have enjoyed it so much
that I have requested a transfer from physics to maths :-)

Kind regards

Posts on LMS Discussion Board for MAS162:

MAS162s1_16 >> Forums >> MAS162 Discussion Forum >> Releasing solutions...cruel or kind!
by J*** T***** - Friday, 24 June 2016, 8:53 AM

Given I have blanked out what was in the exam not sure which it is! At least it wasn’t for my other unit
(me thinks I will be seeing the ever helpful Amy in a diff capacity in sem 2)!

Re: Releasing solutions...cruel or kind!
by R***** M******** - Friday, 24 June 2016, 9:37 AM

I’m definitely going with kind - after having been through quite a few units before now, this is the first time
I’ve ever had a lecturer do this and it’s awesome!

Receiving the immediate feedback on something that I’ve just done, is to me much more powerful than
waiting a month and getting a number that just tells me how well/poorly I did.
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Re: Releasing solutions...cruel or kind!
by J*** T***** - Friday, 24 June 2016, 10:57 AM
Hi

I do actually agree with you and might add Amy is fantastic at providing feedback and answering queries
so quickly. I have really appreciated this throughout the unit and you are right, you certainly learn more
that way. It makes the exam a learning technique as well as an assessment.

So, thank you Amy.

Kind regards

Re: Releasing solutions...cruel or kind!
by Amy Glen - Friday, 24 June 2016, 4:30 PM

That’s great to hear, Jane and Robert.

When I was a student, I appreciated the fact that I was always able to take the exam question paper away with
me directly after the exam (which allowed me to go back over it to get a feeling for how I might’ve done).
But that, of course, isn’t possible with the write-on exam papers that I use myself these days. Thank goodness
for being able to post it on the LMS -- such a thing didn’t exist when I was a student.

Enjoy the Winter study break!

All the best,
Amy :-)

Date: 27 June 2016 at 11:28
Subject: Re: MAS161 Unit Outline
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Awesome! Thanks Amy. I had a look over the solutions and I did make some silly mistakes that made me go "duhhh".
O well I thoroughly enjoyed the unit and your teaching style!

Thanks again

Date: 8 July 2016 at 19:17
Subject: Re: MAS162s1_16: Final Results Now Available
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks so much for all your help and making my return to maths after 20 years so worthwhile.

Date: 18 July 2016 at 13:20
Subject: MAS162 follow on unit
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Just a quick question is MAS354 Modelling and Simulation the next logical unit to follow up from MAS162?
I am unsure of whether there is a 200 level unit that needs to be done.

P.S.
Thanks for being such a great lecturer for this unit! I by far had my best uni result in this unit ever!
Looking at the ranking I must have narrowly missed out on the top spot!

Kind regards
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Date: 20 July 2016 at 12:32
Subject: Thank you for the knowledge!
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi

Just thought I would share, teaching a year 12 lit class and had very interesting debate about truth, logic,
fallacies and tautologies. May have mucked up the exam but did learn something!

They were actually really interested but had to get on with the assigned work!

I will send some your way for next year!

Thanks again for your awesome teaching and all your help.

Date: 2 November 2016 at 19:22
Subject: MAS162: Your recommendation for me to PASS
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I got an invite from CUTL to be a PASS leader in MAS162, and I learnt that you recommended me specifically.
I would like to sincerely thank you for the recommendation - my history as an educator (Flight instruction)
and joy I get from teaching, I feel that I would make for a great tutor.

Unfortunately I will not be able to make good on this opportunity, as I intend to be at UNSW next year.
With that said, it means a lot to me that I was recommended. I have a deep respect for you as a teacher,
and I could not ask for such a recommendation from a better educator.

With that in mind, I will be applying for similar positions at UNSW, both in mathematics and computer science.
I will also be funding my next gaming computer education by becoming a private tutor. Being able to demonstrate
that my Mathematics lecturer endorses my work as a student, and ambitions to be a tutor would go a long way in
my endeavours.

If you feel it to be appropriate, a brief statement from you communicating your thoughts would be greatly
appreciated. Something that might be appropriate to the UNSW equivelant to Murdochs PASS, PAL and MSEL
(Murdoch Student Emerging Leaders) program would be great, and something that I could put up on my Gumtree
advertisement.

I greatly appreciate your consideration, but more significantly, please understand how much your PASS
recommendation meant to me :)

Regards

Date: 18 November 2016 at 12:49
Subject: Mas161: Done and dusted
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thank you so much for your awesome teaching. Although i won’t be here next semester (unless unsw reject me),
i wish i could take more of your classes. If i ever pursue higher math, you will be on the list of my choices
for supervisors.
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Date: 12 December 2016 at 15:12
Subject: Mas161
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Good afternoon Amy,

I just wanted to express my gratitude for you co-ordination of this unit. I found the lectures and assignments
well considered. I really enjoyed that assignments 1 & 3 demonstrated different ways to ’solve’ (well estimate)
the same problem.

I also really appreciate you replying to an email on a Saturday night.

Perfectionist as I am, I’m mildly disappointed with my final mark - I wanted over 90, but it’s a HD and that’s
what will be in my record.

Date: 20 December 2016 at 04:58
Subject: Re: A calculus problem I’ve been having
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Many thanks for responding, I hope you’re having a lovely trip visiting family!

<snip>

Also thank you so much for the letter! I am keeping it in the fancy uni folder of cool things! Just to confirm too,
I still plan on doing the Applied Maths minor, so plenty more to learn!

Date: 20 December 2016 at 12:10
Subject:
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hi Amy,

I just wanted to thank you for the kind letter you sent me regarding
my grades in MAS161.

I very much enjoyed this unit and found it easy to relate to your
style of teaching. Your method of testing if students have learnt the
material as opposed to trying to stump them with trick questions made
a lot of sense.

Your prompt feedback on assignment results was also much appreciated.
I worked very hard on each of them and would wait in anticipation to
know how I went. I have done other units where I received no results
all semester and when I finally did and asked the unit coordinator for
some feedback on how I may improve, it fell of deaf ears.

I hope you have a great end of year break.

All the best

Date: 17 February 2017 at 15:08
Subject: Re: Enrollment in MAS162
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Great, thank you so much!

I’ve heard fantastic things about the unit and about yourself from some close friends. So I am very much
looking forward to studying your unit this semester.
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Date: 31 March 2017 at 14:23
Subject: Thank you from MAS 162 External student
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Dear Amy,

I’m Carol, the external student who showed up at your lecture every Monday. Just a short note to let you know
that I’ve dropped out of this unit. I don’t intend to take it again until I finished my 3rd year units which will
be a while.

I just want to say you inspire me with the amount of progress you’ve done for STEM. I’ve read your bio on the
Murdoch Staff profile page. I’m impressed as you seemed very young. I wished I have met you when I was in
primary school as it would have given me the aspiration to do what you did.

Also thank you for your excellent lecture notes. There are concise and straight to the point. Your encouragement
on my assignment was very sweet.

On a different topic, I’ve noticed you wore some sort of trial running shoes?? So I assume you are into running.
I’m part of a Murdoch running group. We are a social group, not attached to the university but the uni is aware
of us running next to the Tavern every Monday and Wednesday 530-630pm. We are a group of 30 people or less.
The average age is about 40. It’s very informal consisting mainly of running drills. We don’t always run on that
location. Let me know if you are interested. =)

Thank you and all the best =)

Date: 11 April 2017 at 02:54
Subject: New message from ***************
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Greetings,

I have seen the lectures that you have put up on LMS. I really liked your
explanation of the content. I just wanted you to know that, because I truly
respect it and all my concepts are clear.

Regards

Date: 4 June 2017 at 09:53
Subject: Thank you
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Just wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed MAS162 with you this semester.

I think you’re a great lecturer. You have a fun, positive energy that makes learning a pleasure ;)

Your style of breaking things down and doing examples off the notes, really helped with understanding the topics.

It’s hard studying externally but your support was always prompt and helped me with my concerns.

MAS162 was my elective unit for this year and I’m really glad I chose it, not knowing a lot about the unit itself.

Sadly, comparing this to my other maths unit is like apples and oranges. It’s a shame there aren’t more lecturers
like yourself.

I’ve already done a unit feedback survey for you but would be more than happy to provide additional reference
material if you ever need it.

Thank you once again.

Kind regards
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Date: 19 June 2017 at 12:33
Subject: Re: MAS162
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Great, thanks for the quick response.

I had a hard time with the unit, it’s because I didn’t put enough time in, when I knew I needed to because
I struggled in MAS164. I have always had a hard time understanding maths, so I’m going to do my best to
learn discrete prior to attempting the unit again.

Reason I was asking is because you are a great unit coordinator and are very easy to understand during
lectures, so I am hoping you are still the unit coordinator next year.

Thanks again.

Date: 23 June 2017 at 11:57
Subject: MATH162 former student - Looking back with thanks.
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Just finished a discrete math course at UNSW - didn’t go for the exemption because of UNSWs comp sci
reputation and how closely it relates to comp sci.

Boy was I disappointed. I don’t know if I passed or not, but It was a terrible course and reminds me why I
enjoyed your teaching. It’s not that 162 is without faults or room for improvement, it’s just that you taught it
and the other math courses i took with you so well.

At UNSW it seems that the only qualification you need to teach is how much clout you have in research.
That count’s for nothing I’ve found, when you are comparing it with lecturers who are all about being great
educators, regardless of how good you are at the actual math.

Regards,
Ben

Date: 8 July 2017 at 01:05
Subject: Re: MAS162s1_17: Final Results Now Available
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thanks for the information and thank you so much for all the help and assistance that you provided through the
semester. Your fast (including late night/early morning) replies were greatly appreciated and your answers to my
problems were always so detailed. So again, thank you.

I was recommended MAS225 by Ryan as well, apparently it is good for those doing computer science so I guess
I will see you again next semester. I hope its not too difficult :)

hope you enjoy your holiday if you get one.
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Date: 7 July 2017 at 23:41
Subject: MAS162
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hey Amy,

Guess what!
I got 98% for your unit

Kicked it’s ass haha :)
I’m pretty happy with myself,

Thanks a lot for the great unit!

Date: 13 July 2017 at 22:17
Subject: Thank you
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thank you for the congratulatory letter, it feels good to know that your lecturers are proud of your achievements.

I also wanted to thank you for recommending the minor in Industrial and Applied Mathematics. I wouldn’t have known
about this otherwise and I have requested for it to be added to my degree.

Kind Regards

Date: 17 July 2017 at 10:18
Subject: A quick thanks
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi, Amy.

I just wanted to thank you for your efforts in MAS162 last semester. As an external student, my interactions with
you were practically non-existent but you provided a massive pile of resources, marked everything impressively
fast, provided some interesting statistics on the grades and kept us well informed (particularly about when the
final grades would be out). You went much further than the other lecturers I’ve had so far at Murdoch.

Thanks.

Date: 29 August 2017 at 17:30
Subject: Re: MAS161 Help
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy ,

Thanks so much for the detailed feedback on my question and on Assignment 1.
I appreciate it, as I know not all lecturers give as good feedback.

Thanks

MAS225 feedback:

Date: 22 September 2017 at 12:55
Subject: Re: MATLAB Help
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks,

Also, SUPER ENJOYING your lectures!!! Not only is the delivery great, the material is awesome and I’m finding
I get the topics and enjoy completing the assignment questions :):):)
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Date: 13 October 2017 at 17:19
Subject: THANK YOU
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Dr. Glen,

Thank you so much for submitting it, I was really scared because I want to do as well as possible in math
so I can go into the math clinic next semester. When the assignment did not submit I went into full panic
mode lol.

Thank you for making math fun with the math puns, and memes. I hope you have a great weekend and I am
looking forward to starting the linear algebra with the Gaussian - Jordan reduction. Omg it’s kewl beans.

Thanks a million for saving my bacon. Also if it is at all possible for me to access the textbook and/or
unit notes for MAS162 so I can start that after the break.

Kindest regards and many thanks

Date: 9 November 2017 at 15:43
Subject: Re: Unit Advice
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks Amy! I really appreciate your guidance, it is extremely helpful to have a clear view of my degree.
I am very grateful to have had you as my unit coordinator, you have really inspired me. Thanks again for
taking the time to reply in depth.

Best Regards

Date: 13 November 2017 at 14:45
Subject: This Semester
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy

Although I didn’t come to many of the lectures, I really enjoyed your teaching method
and how you made lectures more fun (through your sometimes wrongly formatted memes).
Cheers for teaching the course the way you did as well as letting me correctly submit my assignment.

From: Rinesh Chovhan <rineshchovhan@gmail.com>
Date: 13 November 2017 at 20:06
Subject: Re : Semester 2
To: "A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au" <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

HI amy

I just wanted to say thanks for making this semester really especially in maths. You have an epic meme game.

Also thanks for replying to the queries i had.

Kindest regards
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Date: 3 December 2017 at 03:08
Subject: MAS162
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Dr. Glen,

I just wanted to say thanks for the chats last semester after lectures. You ran a great and fun math course (MAS161)
so thank you for that. I hope that you are able to run MAS162 so the other students and I can have a math lecturer
who incorporates math jokes into lectures and teaches with clarity.

Have a great Christmas or other seasonal festivities. Thanks again for the 162 notes, so far I realize that I need
to do lots of practice on programming in order to do well haha. Kindest regards for now.

Date: 9 December 2017 at 01:16
Subject: MAS161 - Thanks!
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au

Hi Amy,

I’ve been meaning to write to say thanks for the semester, but thought I’d better wait until the results were out
(happy with them, by the way!).

When I enrolled in this unit, it was with a fair bit of trepidation. Hadn’t done any study for more than 30 years,
and wasn’t sure whether I would, should or could complete the course. As it turned out, despite finding it
challenging at times, I loved every minute of it.

The highlight for me was attending the lectures. I really appreciated the meticulously-prepared material
and your enthusiasm in delivering it. Actually the lame jokes were pretty good as well. So thanks again
for making it such an enjoyable experience.

I think I mentioned that I hope to do some further Maths study after moving to Sydney. At the moment,
the timing of that move is a little uncertain, so it’s possible that I’ll be in Perth for one more semester.
If so, I hope you won’t mind if I contact you for some advice on what unit(s) might be suitable to attempt
at Murdoch?

Will know more about that in a little while. Meanwhile, thanks again and enjoy your Christmas break!

Cheers

Thank-you card:

"Dear Dr. Amy, I want to sincerely thank you for your excellent coaching and lecturing in MAS161. It was a very high standard and
very challenging subject. You were always there to answer questions and motivating us to go an extra mile. Your stand for me and fellow
students means a lot to us. You will always be remembered. With sincere appreciation . . . " – January, 2018

Date: 28 May 2018 at 16:47
Subject: MAS162
To: "A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au" <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Dear Dr Glen,

I am just wondering if you have my following result for the last assignment? I know it is probably too soon
to ask as it was just done firday. However, as the answers for the assignment have come out and the suspense
of waiting is killing me I was wondering if you have it on hand or will be giving them out in tomorrows tutorial.

Any help is much appreciated

P.s Thank you for a lovely semester and I look forward to learning more from you next semester.
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Date: 20 June 2018 at 14:59
Subject: Re: MAS162s1_18: Today’s exam solutions
To: "a.glen@murdoch.edu.au" <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

This is awesome! Thanks for posting the solutions so quickly, and while it’s still fresh in mind.

I’m really happy that I got the combinatorics questions right (from memory), so an improvement from the assignment.

Thanks for your help and fun lectures. It’s been great :D

P.S. your "show your thinking" pic pre exam made me LOL.

Date: Wed, 4 Jul 2018 at 14:32
Subject: Re: MAS162
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just wanted to double check with you to see if my assignment 5’s grade will still have a double weighting.
I just saw the grades section on LMS for MAS162 and noticed there was only the original weighting for that
assignment.

Also, thank you for the semester! I loved the content and teaching style. And I learned A LOT.

Kind regards

Date: Mon, 9 Jul 2018 at 01:31
Subject: MAS162 - results
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

This email’s sole purpose is to thank you for all the help you gave me on the external assessments as i certainly
would have failed without the help

I will forever hold onto the fact that i managed to technically pass the unit by 0.05%

Date: Mon, 9 Jul 2018 at 14:45
Subject: RE: REQUEST FOR MANUAL ENTRY INTO MAS225 TUT
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Thanks Amy! This is thanks to your awesome teaching skills

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From: Amy Glen
Sent: Monday, July 9, 2018 2:43 PM
Subject: Re: REQUEST FOR MANUAL ENTRY INTO MAS225 TUT

P.S. By the way, congratulations on your HD in MAS162! I look forward to teaching you again in MAS225.
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Date: Tue, 10 Jul 2018 at 13:04
Subject: Thank you.
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I would like to thank you very much for this semester; it was fun, challenging and engaging. I liked your doggy
Toby story, whom you introduced to us during one of the lectures. :)

My wife ******* is currently studying Mathematics and Statistics at Murdoch, and is completing her Bachelor degree
in semester 2 this year. She is thinking of Honours degree but is not sure if she can manage it. She has read the
Honour’s information booklet prepared by you, and she was wondering if it is possible to meet with you to discuss
her options.

If it is more convenient for you, she can meet you before the start of the semester.

Kind regards

Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2018 at 15:11
Subject: Thank You
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Dr Amy Glen,

I just received your letter, and I just want to say thank you as well as thanks for being a great lecturer
(although I do doze of sometimes due to lack of sleep in lectures:p).

But yea concerning about the majors you’ve recommended, I’m actually enrolled in a double major in Mathematics
and Statistics, and Computer Science as well, so thanks for the recommendation anyways:)

It was great knowing you during the first semester!

Cheers

Date: Wed, 11 Jul 2018 at 21:32
Subject: thank you
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thank you very much for the semester one, 2018. You were supportive, enthusiastic and it was interesting to
study mas162. Thank you for your congratulation letter. Actually, since you mentioned the new minor back a
few months ago, I already decided to do it.

The student services should make it official soon as Sri agreed to waive the level 2 breadth unit via email
communication. Thus, over 3.5 years I will attain a bachelor degree with a double major in Computer Science
and Games Technology and a minor in Applied and Computational Mathematics (graduating in semester two, 2020).

I like math but think I do not have enough attention span to do statistics. There is not enough room and time
to learn all the interesting things and get them on the academic transcript. Programming units provide me with
the professional framework and standards which I need to have confidence as an IT specialist, while
mathematical mindset is something I can enrich through self-studying.

Hopefully, I made the right decision. The most tricky part is to find time for everything I want to do :-)

Best regards
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Thank-you card:

"Hi Amy, I would like to thank you for your guidance, time and support. You are by far the coolest and bubbliest lecturer I have ever met.
You make lectures so interesting with your lively and enthusiastic attitude (not forgetting lollies and chocolates you give out before the
lectures, even though I never got the chance to win any prizes ... hahaha). Maths has always been my favourite subject; I get frustrated
when I can’t figure out a question. Thank you for your speedy replies and detailed explanations through email. This is my first time
writing an appreciation letter so I hope I said everything correctly. You are really a lecturer I truly respect and look up to. Please never
give up on your career. The world really needs more people like you!!!" – July, 2018

Date: Mon, 30 Jul 2018 at 16:47
Subject: Semester 1 Feedback
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just wanted to send you a quick email, I provided feedback via the Murdoch route, however I felt that your
teaching warranted an less anonymous feedback mechanism.

I really enjoyed having you as a lecturer last semester and found you very engaging during your lectures.
I am also incredibly appreciative of you releasing the marking guides for the exam and test very quickly
afterwards, as someone who tends to dwell this enabled me to do slightly less overthinking than normal.

Unfortunately I am not taking 225, but thank you for the fantastic introduction into discrete maths,
I wouldn’t have found the content nearly as interesting had you not have been taking MAS162.

Kind regards

Date: Mon, 10 Dec 2018 at 15:09
Subject: MAS225
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Now that results are in, did better than I thought as I kind of panicked in the exam (did the same for 354).
I wanted to thank you for the help you provided during the semester. It was very much appreciated.

Thanks

Date: Wed, 10 Jul 2019 at 09:55
Subject: Thanks for MAS162
To: <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hello Amy,

I just wanted to say thank you for your of teaching MAS162. I really
enjoyed the unit and I found the unit super interesting and relevant.

I’m reading "Introduction to the Theory of Computation" by Michael
Sipser over the semester break and it is amazing/beautiful to see the
way all of the math that we covered fits together to form models for
computation.

Thank you once again
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Date: Thu, 11 Jul 2019 at 14:07
Subject: MAS162 S1 - Thank you
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Dr Glen,

Just wanted to say thanks a lot for teaching MAS162 in S1. It’s very
interesting content, and your delivery of it was excellent in all areas.
Especially enjoyed learning the basics of counting and probability;
going further into Computer Science I expect it will be very useful to
know for analysis of algorithms etc.

Thanks!

Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2019 at 06:52
Subject: Congratulatory letter
To: <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy

Thank you for the encouraging letter! It was a pleasure learning from you.

All the best

Date: Fri, 12 Jul 2019 at 17:10
Subject: HD in MAS162
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thank you for your kind letter. I enjoyed the unit and it felt very applicable to my work. I’m currently working
as a Senior BI developer and want to move further into data science. I’m already enrolled in the mathematics and
statistics major. I look forward to the rest of the course and I hope you are teaching more of my units.

Thanks

Date: Sat, 7 Sep 2019 at 10:07
Subject: Thanks!
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy!

I just wanted to say thanks for everything this semester, and last! You’ve been an awesome lecturer and I’m sad
you don’t teach other subjects.

Have you got the rest of this year planned out yet? I want to know how it all goes! And hopefully we see you at
some of the races around!

Good luck with your adventures!

Date: Tue, 21 Apr 2020 at 12:41
Subject: MAS162 Tutorial Worksheet 6
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy. Hope you’re well. Firstly, I just want to sincerely thank you again for your time and assistance with
assignment 1. I’m currently sourcing a sealed packet of seven hundred and seventy seven individually-wrapped
Cherry Ripe’s to show my gratitude.
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Date: Mon, 27 Apr 2020 at 09:18
Subject: MAS162: All caught up!
To: <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Sorry I didn’t inform you of how things were going last week - it wasn’t good.

.......

However, through all that, I am now up to date with the lectures and have nearly finished the ’external assignment 3’.

The last few days, things have been good. Here’s hoping it stays that way for a while.

I also want to say thank you.
You are a great lecturer. You know how some people are easier to learn from than others? Well, you are one of them.
It’s funny, I usually don’t like mathematics much but I like this unit (especially the programming parts! - yes, I’m
doing a computer science degree).It helps so much having a lecturer who is good at what they do.

Thanks again

Date: Mon, 1 Jun 2020 at 17:06
Subject: Re: MAS162 - re exam, extra time for scanning?
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Dr Glen,

Thank you again for your consideration of my scanning issue. I hope you can read my hand-writing!
I really enjoyed doing this unit. Some things I remember from school (decades ago) and some things were new to me.
It was fun.

Thank you for running this unit,
regards

Date: Fri, 5 Jun 2020 at 15:31
Subject: MAS162: External Assignment
To: <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,
Yay, last assignment.
Unfortunately I don’t feel like I’ve done as well as the other assignments.
I think my brain’s had enough for the semester, some things I just couldn’t seem to grasp.
Well, the thing is I felt like I did - I understood when you went through examples but then doing
questions myself I had more trouble than usual. I think I made a lot of stuff up in this assignment, haha.
On the mathematical induction sheets I know I left out some of the numbers eg. "Hence P(_) is true"

Hopefully after some rest my brain will be fine for the exam :D
Thanks for this semester, it’s been good!
Like I said, I don’t usually like doing maths, but I liked these topics and you’re a great lecturer/tutor.

Take care

Date: Mon, 6 Jul 2020 at 16:50
Subject: Thank you!
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hello Amy, I just wanted to say thank you for letting me take MAS162. It means a lot to me that I was able to
attempt this unit. The exam was a bit intense and I ran out of time but I’m glad I passed.

Thank you again!
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Date: Thu, 9 Jul 2020 at 11:43
Subject: Fwd: MAS162oua1_20: Final Results Now Available
To: Amy Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Dr Glen,
Yes - good news seeing the final result! Despite being ’open book’, I know I made some silly mistakes in the exam.
I really enjoyed the unit and I have missed doing maths in the past weeks.

Best wishes to you and anyone else associated with the unit.

Date: Fri, 31 Jul 2020 at 14:05
Subject: Re: MAS162 Tutorial Worksheet 6
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Nice detective work, Amy! You got me. I was planning to drop a thank you card in there today if I hadn’t heard
from you as part of Thank You Week at uni.

While it’s true, a suggestion of 777 Cherry Ripes was on offer at the time, would an offer of 753 individually
coded Matlab .m files with the output of "thank you" suffice for now?

But seriously, thank you for your time (and patience!) in answering my queries and with your help in understanding
some of the concepts involved during unit. Also, thank you for your enthusiasm and embrace of the online delivery of
the tutorials which really helped not only my own learning, but also my own enthusiasm for getting through a pretty
tough time with the whole covid-thing going on. Really, outstanding job, Amy!

I’m doing something called relational algebra in ICT285 Databases this semester, so it looks like my math journey is
far from complete! You’ll be happy to know (as with MAS164, MAS162), it’s just another thing I’ll learn to love and
embrace when it comes to mathematics. Who knew there was so much math involved in computers!

Once again, thanks you, and all the best this semester for yourself, too.

Cheers,
Daniel.

On 31 Jul 2020, at 1:44 pm, Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au> wrote:

Hey Daniel!

I found 2 packs of mini Cherry Ripes in my pigeonhole yesterday. Are they from you? If so, then thanks!
But you still owe me another 753 Cherry Ripes. Haha!

Well done on your Distinction in MAS162, by the way!

All the best with your studies this semester,
Amy :)

Date: Thu, 10 Sep 2020 at 23:51
Subject: MAS225 Assignment 2
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Thank you for the feedback on assignment 2.

I opened the pdf to see where I went wrong, and even without reading the feedback, just looking at my answers,
I was shaking my head, wondering what I was thinking at the time (lol).

I appreciate all the effort you have gone to in this unit, I know teaching a unit online would not be easy.

Have a great remainder to the semester.

Regards
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Date: Sun, 1 Nov 2020 at 18:04
Subject: Re: Assignment 5 Extension
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

I’m actually so embarrassed I have been a mess.

Thanks Amy, You don’t understand how grateful to have people like you at Murdoch that just understand haha.

Have a good week

On Sun, 1 Nov 2020 at 6:07 pm, Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au> wrote:

Don’t worry -- we’ve still received your assignment and I can see it was on time; it’s just in "draft" status,
that’s all.

All the best,
Amy :)

On Sun, 1 Nov 2020 at 17:59, ****** wrote:

Oh my Amy,

I had the assignment like upload in the submission box but never clicked submit at the bottom.
Because I was rushing.

I did by the time and only refresh my website and realised it asked me to click that student declaration.

I’m such an idiot.

Date: Mon, 9 Nov 2020 at 18:43
Subject: Re. MAS161 Final Exam & overall Unit Performance
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy

I thought I’d let you know that I won’t be attending the MAS161 final exam as I have fallen too far behind
in the Unit. COVID has really taken a toll on my studies this year to the point that I’m taking next year
off to look for work. Hopefully when I return in 2022 the Uni will have gone back on their decision to scrap
face-to-face lectures, because I just can’t study with only online content.

Anyway, thank you for managing the Unit this semester and I look forward to trying it again in 2022.
Best of luck with next year and have a lovely day.

Best regards

Date: Fri, 13 Nov 2020 at 18:22
Subject: MAS161
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just wanted to say thank you for all your help this semester.

I’m so glad I made the switch to maths and that I was able to start right away because of your help. I also wanted
to give a huge thank you for your reference when I applied to ICRAR. I ended up getting a position in the internship
and I’ll be working on analysing hot spots in the andromeda galaxy, which I’m extremely excited about.

So once again, thank you so much I really appreciate it.

Regards
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Date: Sat, 20 Mar 2021 at 17:52
Subject: MAS164 Set Theory Lecture
To: A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy, Unfortunately because I’m working full-time as well as studying I’m unable to attend the lectures live, but
I keep up with all of them when I have time to watch them. So even though I’m not present in the live classes, I’m
there in spirit, haha.

I just wanted to ask about the latest lecture on set theory as at the start it seems like you had a rough time
recording or something and some of the content wasn’t recorded? I think you mentioned that it was on binary,
hexadecimal conversion etc.

But just wanted to check up on what I had missed out on! The lecture content is very enjoyable by the way.
1 hour chunks is definitely the way to go I think.

Thanks and hope you have a good weekend.

Date: Fri, 9 Apr 2021 at 21:56
Subject: MAS 162 EXTERNAL
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy

Thanks for your feedback, everytime I see the smiley face that you draw on my assignment it gives me joy
and makes me wanna do better each time.

Thanks for motivating me.

Regards

Date: Thu, 20 May 2021 at 17:19
Subject: MAS162 Thank-you!
To: A Glen <a.glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Just a little thank you for the semester, unfortunately, I am still sick from last week and won’t be making it
tomorrow to say it in person! I am going to skip this weeks starred question too, has been a sh**ty week for
numerous reasons and I haven’t managed to cover the content just yet!

But one less thing for you to mark ... but I’ll be sure to email you if I have any queries before exams!

So thanks for being awesome and making the lectures interesting, and all the best for your next move!

Date: Tue, 1 Jun 2021 at 13:09
Subject: MAS162 external
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy

I heard that you are leaving WA (from students in discord), its going to be a sad loss for Murdoch.
Really will miss having you here. I really enjoyed MAS162 and that sooky cry of Toby in the background.

Your unit was the most organized and it has raised my expectation for other units and some of the units are
a bit chaotic. At the end, your unit has made up for all of the chaos in other units.

All the best Amy.
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Date: Tue, 1 Jun 2021 at 07:10
Subject: Thanks :)
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

I just wanted to say thanks for the semester.

I really appreciate how responsive you were with emails and how quickly you turned around our assignment
results (that couldn’t have been easy). Thanks for making the content as easy as possible to understand!

Date: Thu, 3 Jun 2021 at 19:56
Subject: MAS162 OUA - Thank you!
To: Amy Glen <A.Glen@murdoch.edu.au>

Hi Amy,

Just wanted to thank you for being such a great teacher for me this study period. The lectures were engaging and
clear, the resources were everything they needed to be, and it was so nice to have quick, helpful, and supportive
communication with you when I needed it.

It had been 14 years since I’d done any maths, and I was a little apprehensive about the whole thing, but you’re
really everything I could ask for in a maths teacher. If I’d had any maths teachers with your friendliness and
enthusiasm, and who really cared that the content was making sense for the students, there’s a really good chance
that I would’ve pursued maths as my main discipline. This term was really challenging and enjoyable for me!

I will leave feedback through OUA and Murdoch too, but I wanted to make sure you know you are appreciated.
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3 Formal Student Feedback

The following student comments have been taken (verbatim) from teaching and unit surveys.

3.1 MAS162 – Foundations of Discrete Mathematics, Semester 1, 2018

I "The lecturer/unit coordinator (Amy Glen), was really good to learn from. She was passionate, clear, helpful and
cheerful in delivering the content of unit, allowing me to understand and apply the concepts easily and clearly. She
also replied to questions very quickly, which really helped as well! My tutor, Nieves Felipe was also very helpful in
explaining work examples and assignments/tests."

I "For one week my tutorial was with Amy, whom I found to be really great at explaining topics. Her repetition of
simple concepts even if it dragged out a single question really helped it sink into the long term memory, whereas I
feel like Nieves can rush through questions, and although is happy to answer any queries I found myself a lot less
intimidated by the content with a bit more time to process 10 different steps."

I "Amy has a genuine enthusiasm about the topics, she is interesting to listen to! Also Amy marks assignments really
fast(within few days) which is great since everyone wants to know their mark."

I "The way she presents in lectures. Effective, succinct and clear. I also enjoy her jokes and humour. I also like how she
is staunch with what is expected from students (e.g. submitting assignments on time, getting the work done)."

I "Is passionate and cheerful in delivering the course content, which makes the course content a lot more interesting in
its delivery. Fast replies to questions."

I "Best aspect of the unit was Amy’s passion towards the subject area. Having someone passionate about their field
significantly improves the learning experience."

I "Easy communication through emails, really explained or helped resolved any issues I had. (Thanks Amy!)"

I "Responded quickly to questions with enough detail to help me work out problems on my own. Supplied details
notes from lectures quickly after recording."

I "Gives very interesting lecture that holds you’re attention."

I "Clear communication. Obviously passionate and knowledgeable about subject."

I "Clearly enthusiastic about the topic, and presents all ideas really clearly. Very efficient at marking assignments and
providing feedback, which helps students catch errors early."

I "The level of support when I had a question was second to none."

I "Is passionate and cheerful in delivering the course content, which makes the course content a lot more interesting in
its delivery. Fast replies to questions."

I "Amy makes learning the unit easier due to being able to contact her via email with any question regardless of the
time and usually has a fairly decent response time."

I "The way lectures are presented - having the slides printed out allows it to be written on. Showing the working out
by hand correlates well to this unit."

I "As mentioned previously, I really am glad that she takes time going through questions and topics, repeating the same
things again and again (explaining how to do something) as she goes, it really helps the information sink in to the
long term memory rather than having to look back and break down what she did and why."

I "Appreciates my efforts in weekly tutorial worksheets. Lovely person and helpful."

I "Always provided examples to help depict what she was explaining."

I "Explains the topic, then elaborates with examples. Another is when I ask questions after the lectures she explains
clearly."

I "Dr Glen is a super fast marker with great feedback. The unit notes were better than most textbooks. Thanks Amy :)"

I "My tutor Amy was a great person to learn from, very energetic and approachable and she always gave great feed-
back."
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I "I thought Amy Glen was quite experienced, encouraging and friendly. I found it was easy to work on my mistakes
with Amy’s feedback and catch up with the materials when I fell behind."

I "The content is naturally interesting for me. Apart from that, the lecturer, Amy, was brilliant."

I "This is the only unit I’ve had that properly organises and utilises the moodle/blackboard system, its incredibly
helpful! Additionally, having past test and exam questions/solutions available is something I wish more units would
do."

I "Our lecturer Amy presented lectures effectively, and put in the extra time in the Unit Portal to make lectures, lecture
notes and unit notes easily accessible. Unit info and documents were updates quickly and Amy returned feedback
quickly."

I "The levels of support that were provided if help was needed, whether it was external sites that provide information,
or emailing a tutor, the support and assistance is the best out of my 4 units."

Please give Amy 1 or 2 specific, practical suggestions on ways to help you improve your learning in this unit?

I "Post pack free choccies to external students :), I soo wanted to go to a lecture to get a free chocolate bar :)"

3.2 MAS225 – Discrete Mathematics & Management Science, Semester 2, 2017

I "Really interesting content, relevant to my com sci degree."

I "Amy’s way of doing the unit slides was great, but the other teacher’s wasn’t very helpful because they were only
available long after the lecture was complete. It would be good if they could both do them Amy’s way."

I "Amazing delivery in lectures from both lecturers. Thanks to both lecturers, I really enjoyed the unit."

3.3 MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2017

I "Very high standard Unit. Lecturer’s (Dr. Amy’s) feedbacks were always excellent and very prompt. I learnt a lot from
lecturer’s feedback. Dr. Amy always set the deadlines strict, and this was brilliant."

I "The quality of the lecture material, and the delivery of the lectures, was outstanding. The lecturer was always well-
prepared, enthusiastic and helpful. Made the lectures an enjoyable experience."

I "The content was well backed by assignments, forcing me to catch up on missed lectures in a timely fashion and to
attempt proper understanding of concepts rather than just take notes and ’hope’."

I "The lectures were set out well with information and worked examples. This helped with working out all sorts of
problems starting with basic problems to higher order thinking problems. The expectation of answers was consistent
with the working in lectures as well."

I "The lecture notes were very clear. Explanations of Dr Amy was very good! I enjoyed learning this unit. Thank you!"

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "Greatly appreciated the professionalism and enthusiasm of all the teaching staff. A particular example is the way in
which marks and feedback on assignments and exams was always provided so promptly."

I "The lectures are very easy to follow and the LMS is very well organised. I also like the use of humour in the lectures
to teach some maths concepts and the inclusion of the xkcd on the LMS, it makes maths seem more fun."

I "The memes <3"

I "Everything, The lecturer was really good and tutorials were good."

What improvements (if any) would you suggest?

I "Possibly the tutorials could be a little more interactive, rather than the tutor just delivering the answers to the weekly
worksheet on the whiteboard. Perhaps each question in the worksheet could be answered on the whiteboard by a
student (voluntarily), then critiqued by other students and the tutor? To be fair, I never raised this suggestion during
the semester, so I’m not complaining. And I can’t fault the level of support given by the tutor whenever a question
was raised."
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3.4 MAS162 – Foundations of Discrete Mathematics, Semester 1, 2017

I "Amy’s enthusiasm and knowledge of the unit content in lectures really goes a long way to keep us engaged, not only
during lectures, but throughout the whole unit. The unit is structured really well. The lectures have been carefully
constructed so the pace of the content fits into the length of the semester. Also, communication throughout the unit
was excellent."

I "Dr Glen is a super fast marker with great feedback. The unit notes were better than most textbooks. Thanks Amy :)"

I "Dr Amy Glen is great lecturer, always giving examples and doing extra notes on top of the lecture material really
helped with the learning process. Enjoyed her positive energy and would be happy to be taught by her again."

I "Both Amy and Sara were great and I can’t fault them in any way. Amy’s enthusiasm for the topic really shows, and
it’s hard not to find such excitement infectious. Sara is great at distilling the content to identify the important bits.
Both of them are professional, and very approachable whenever you have issues or general questions."

I "The lecture and tutor were both fantastic and a credit to the university. I have given very positive reviews to friend
who will be undertaking this unit in the future."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Amy is probably the most responsive teacher I have had in an online course. She answers emails immediately and
her feedback made any errors easy to correct."

I "She does a fantastic job of explaining through examples in the lectures. The quick posting of results for
tests/exams/assignments was fantastic to review potential problematic questions while they were fresh and to help
the later feedback make more sense."

I "Makes it interesting by giving treats to whoever answers a question."

I "Has a great understanding of the unit. Always responded promptly to my emails at any hour of the day or night."

I "She repeats some concepts in different ways for better clarification. She also gives us many examples of these tricky-
to-grasp concepts."

I "Easy to contact her and she responds fast with good answers! Gives lots of useful advises!"

I "Amy talked through each point in the slides from the lectures. She engaged the students to participate in the lectures.
She was proactive in working through examples."

What are the 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that hinder or interfere with your learning in this unit?

I "She talks a little too fast in the lectures."

Please give Amy 1 or 2 specific, practical suggestions on ways to help you improve your learning in this unit?

I "Keep being awesome :)"

I "I found Amy’s teaching style very effective."

I "I have no suggestions in terms of Amy and her teaching style, my suggestions are more in terms of the structure of
the unit (i.e. longer tutorials and fewer lectures)."

I "I don’t think there is anything Amy could improve, as I said, some people have different ways of learning (especially
in maths) and I don’t believe it to be possible to be able to teach this subject in a way that is understandable by
everyone."

I "Prepare more riddles :) I liked the wit in them. I felt like it really lit up the Wednesday 8:30am classes!"

I "Slow down and give time for people to process the material."

I "More lab time would be fantastic!"

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "Definitely the unit co-ordinator. Very cheerful and happy to help, good at explaining things."

I "One of the best aspect was that Amy would always respond promptly to any questions that I had. Her responses
were very well detailed and were not rushed. She really showed a passion for this subject which helped a lot when it
came to asking questions."
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3.5 MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2016

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Providing many examples / abundance of online resources. Getting through as much content as we did in as much
detail , in the short time frame is simply amazing."

I "Compared to previous mathematics tutors, she explains the content very well, and the examples used in her lectures
are extremely helpful for assignments."

I "Always happy and enthusiastic. I could hate math, and be okay from learning from her — top quality memes/jokes.
Very relatable."

I "She keeps track on her students. I had a incident where my assignment was late for submission, she listened to my
problem and acted highly professional to address my situation."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "I’ve tried, and I can’t think of any."

I "None, it was an excellent unit."

I "More problem solving questions at the start of lectures, as they help to wake up the brain before a lecture actually
starts."

I "Amy is well organized. l can only say keep up the good work."

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "The quality of teaching in this unit is off the charts! I have not had a better unit at uni so far. Ideas are explained in
depth, thoroughly, and with energy and passion. There is a genuine care and interest in student learning, and Amy
always goes out of her way to help students over and above what is required! This unit is highly organised, and the
availability of most materials at the start of semester on the LMS is very helpful, as are the extra materials and matlab
documents. Also having the past years lectures available right from the start on the echo is amazing! There are a few
times where you want to get onto an assignment earlier, but haven’t gone through the material fully in lectures, so
you can still watch past years lectures on the material. This is also a super effective way at learning, because then
when you get to the actual lecture, it’s much easier to understand whats going on, and absorb more."

I "Best and most well taught unit ever!"

I "The coordinator and unit lecture was brilliant. Thumbs up to Dr Amy for her approachable character, she makes
learning exciting."

3.6 MAS162 – Foundations of Discrete Mathematics, Semester 1, 2016

I "Amy is a fantastic teacher, I wish I could have her for all of my units. Her lectures are engaging, her explanations
are well thought out and her feedback on assignments is extremely helpful. Thank you, Amy :) I was really worried
about getting through this unit, but with your help I’m tracking towards a HD when in MAS164 I only got a C."

I "I loved Amy’s teaching. I really felt that I was lost at the beginning of a lecture about a particular topic, but by the
end of the lecture I understood the topic and felt comfortable with it."

I "Amy was a fantastic tutor, consistent and quick with her feedback which was incredibly useful for my own learning
- that is I hadn’t moved on from what I was doing in an assessment before I got my feedback on it."

I "The unit is very well laid out. The online aspect is organised and logically set out, which makes life so much easier
for external students."

I "MAS162 is perfect! Nothing to add or take. Thank you so much, Dr. Amy, you are an HD teacher and person! Well
done!"
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What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Her energetic personality and humorous way of communication helped me."

I "Amy welcome any and every question with enthusiasm and reply emails even before we send them. She also pro-
vides all material and a very well structured way."

I "Amy’s quality and speed of feedback on marked assignments was a massive help to me in understanding and learn-
ing for this unit."

I "She is incredibly organised, and you know you can depend on whatever materials you need being online, in the
correct (and logical) place, right when you need them, if not before. This helps immensely to take away a lot of the
stress involved in external study."

I "She goes step by step and in depth with problems, drawing them out and making sure to solidify the subject before
moving on."

What are the 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that hinder or interfere with your learning in this unit?

I "None, Dr. Glen is an example to be followed."

Please give Amy 1 or 2 specific, practical suggestions on ways to help you improve your learning in this unit?

I "If there is one thing that could be done is do nothing, the unit is fabulous."

I "More memes. Really, I don’t know how to make the unit better. It was great, I have no complaints."

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "The best aspect was our lecturer Dr. Amy. She is absolutely amazing. Her classes were very engaging and I had the
best math classes ever. Now I started to think algebraically in my everyday life, I never thought that math could help
me to be a better developer. I am totally flabbergasted. Dr. Amy is also kind and understanding, Murdoch and we
students are all very lucky to have Dr. Amy sharing her vast knowledge with us."

I "It taught me how to annoy my friends by providing all of my answers (where possible) in binary. I’m just kidding. I
have no friends."

3.7 MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2015

I "She is an awesome lecturer. She presents maths with fun and sense of humor."

I "Friendliest lecturer, best tutor I have come across this far in my 2 years."

I "Amy explains concepts very well. Uses lots of examples so that am able to fully understand to concepts she is teach-
ing. Suggests problems to try for homework to ensure full understanding of a concept. Concepts that she gets us to
try at home are for things that she doesn’t need to go through because it is something that we should already know
but we need to make sure that we can do them. Worksheets and past exams and tests give us plenty of opportunity to
practice what we have learnt. If any problems it is good to know that they are answered promptly so that we can then
continue with our learning."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Explains new concepts well and at a pace that allows it to sink in before putting that concept into practice. Has an
unrivalled love of maths that is contagious and make students excited about the subject matter."

I "1. She is always available to ask questions to, and answers very promptly via email. 2. She is thoroughly versed in
the subject knowledge and is able to answer any query."

I "Her lecture notes are easy to understand and her explanations are clear and precise."

I "Keeping the LMS ready in advance of lectures and also posting previous lectures and reference to the previous
lectures when the sound was missing from a few this semester. Also the additional information regarding using and
writing code for Matlab. The additional handouts with reference material to remember as well as exercise questions
relating to the lecture material."
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I "The hints for the assignments were really helpful. Sometimes the assignments can be a little intimidating, and it is
hard to get past that to figure out exactly what it is you need to do. The hints helped to cut through that. Also, having
the lecture recordings from a previous year available is really helpful when I get a little ahead of things, or even
if I need a little help understanding something which may have been explained slightly differently than in current
lectures."

I "Keeps the pace going well which makes it easy to listen to. Elaborates or uses a simple concept to demonstrate what
we need to learn and allow easier understanding. Keeps the content flowing in order, i.e. doesn’t go back and forth
because forgot to mention something previously which can make Maths difficult to learn."

I "Amy provides positive feedback and comments which in turn encourages you to learn the content."

I "She was welcoming to any question at any time and that helped as to ask when we stuck in any topic."

Please give Amy 1 or 2 specific, practical suggestions on ways to help you improve your learning in this unit?

I "Possibly more examples in lectures where time permits, though this is what the workshops are predominately for.
As an external I can’t attend them, however I felt that should I have any problems understanding the content, I would
have received the assistance needed."

I "Nothing really, but sometimes because Amy is so enthusiastic, I need replay parts of the lecture as she covers so much
information in a short amount of time. This isn’t really an issue as an external student but it would be a problem for me
if I was an internal student (in which case I would download the lecture from the LMS to replay anyway). Please, have
someone fix/change the cyan cartridge already! It’s a good unit, the best MAS unit I’ve done so far. Very enjoyable."

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "Lectures, tutorials, everything. The unit is amazing. Do not fix it if it is not broken. :D :D"

I "Really enjoyed learning this unit. Dr Glen is very approachable via email and is able to respond quickly to help with
any issues. She is very well organised and I feel that this couldn’t have been run any better."

I "The way that the revision was done in order to show how to progress from what we already knew onto the new
topics. It helped greatly to make sense of the newer material when I could relate it to something previously known."

I "Amy (lecturer/unit coordinator) was very easy to talk with, and very approachable. Made time for us to ask questions
and provide explanations."

I "The organisation and rapid responses to assignments with feedback and availability of answers and solutions with
additional material. I have thoroughly enjoyed this unit, the structure and organisation and speed at which the content
was delivered has been a perfect combination for my way of learning. Thanks Amy, great tutorials and lessons."

I "The tutors were very helpful, always on time and enthusiastic. Amy made the lecture notes easy to follow and
understand and responded to questions very quickly. She was also very enthusiastic during lectures which made
them more enjoyable and interesting. The help lecture during the study week was a bonus."

I "As an external student I am grateful that Amy has her lectures recorded. Lectures make concepts much easier to
understand than trying to learn by yourself from a text book. Am glad that we had access to previous year lectures for
those times when the recording didn’t work or so we can go ahead in the unit and learn the next concept. This allows
more time for absorption and understanding of concepts especially in those last few weeks when new concepts are
still being introduced and taught. Can’t learn as efficiently otherwise when trying to learn in a short timeframe."

I "The lecturer was amazing, the amount of examples she gave was adequate and the way she conducted her lectures
made it easy if you couldn’t come in."

I "It was nice to get away from calculus somewhat to learn something new. The assignment hints are fantastic - I wish I
knew this was an option to recommend as a possible improvement for other MAS units."
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3.8 MAS162 – Foundations of Discrete Mathematics, Semester 1, 2015

I "Amy Glen has provided the best experience at Uni so far, I felt involved in this course despite being an external
student."

I "Amy is a fantastic lecturer. She provides clear information and uses the VOHP very well. She is obviously well
prepared to teach this unit and has an enthusiastic demeanor. The unit notes were excellent."

I "Amy Glen is very good at explaining things thoroughly enough so that you have complete understanding. One thing
I have found in studying Maths is that it is assumed that you know certain steps when perhaps you sometimes need
at least a slight recap to begin with. Missing these certain steps means that you are lost for the rest of the unit. I found
it very useful that Amy also showed Matlab on the screen during the lecture, especially as an external student I don’t
have something to work with or help me directly when I was first learning how to use the program. The first time I
studied this unit, I had to withdraw as I got too lost with certain concepts and Matlab. It’s very useful that Amy writes
on the lecture slides when explaining examples."

I "All of the mathematical concepts were taught extremely well and I was able to pick them up quickly after watching
the lectures. Labs had content explained well by the tutor and were appropriately challenging."

I "The lectures were really good in my opinion. They really helped with the understanding of the concepts. The lec-
turer’s way of teaching was also good. She didn’t assume we knew complex things so everything was taught from
scratch."

I "The lectures were good, and it was great to be able to go over them again later to try and figure out the bits I had not
understood. It was fantastic to have all the slides ready to print off prior to the lectures, so I could make my notes on
the appropriate slide instead of wasting time writing everything down."

I "I really enjoyed this unit and I wish there were more like it."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Injecting your humour into the lectures was fantastic, as well as the pace and content of the lectures. Amy went above
and beyond for me several times and it was really appreciated. Keep doing what you do Amy, you really have made
this semester awesome!"

I "Super, super quick responses via email. Makes things much easier, especially since I have limited time to complete
assignments, and usually have to work late at night."

I "Makes herself available and approachable. Adds humour to the lectures whenever possible, a feat not easily done in
the subject."

I "She teaches us as if we came from the same background. That way no one has an unfair advantage."

I "If I read ahead, Amy answers my questions about course content not yet covered. This means I am not discouraged
from independent learning."

I "Uses plenty of examples explained thoroughly. Makes sure that you are ok before going ahead. Very thankful that
Amy was willing to be recorded in the lectures. Reading some of the units notes, especially logic and Boolean algebra
I felt very lost and it was a concept that I couldn’t learn on my own without the lecture explanation. As with other
units, once you view the lecture things are much easier to understand that just trying to read it for yourself."

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "Amy – I thought her lecture style was fantastic, with a good balance of humour and information without disrupting
the flow of the lecture. As an external I looked forward to watching the next lecture each time and at no point was
there any thought that I was wasting my time watching the lectures. Thank you Amy, I hope to see you again later on
in my journey."

I "The lecturer was fantastic and attentive regardless of how many people she had to respond to. Only suggestion
would be to go over algebra basics or provide a sheet with general tips for those who hadn’t done algebra before."

I "The way the teaching content was presented. Amy broke it down and explained it well so that she didn’t have to
explain questions again."

I "The barrage of assignments for the externals keeps us on our toes, and is the best possible way to counter not having
tests like the internals. Can’t think of anything that could be improved."
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3.9 MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2014

I "Amy Glen has a definite passion for the topic, it makes it easy and enjoyable to listen to the lectures."

I "An excellent and well run course, well above the standard of the other mathematics courses I have taken at Murdoch.
I hope she is my lecturer next semester."

I "Information was set out clearly and there were plenty of resources and hints. Being an external student, I felt what
was required of me was very clear. Anything I did not understand, I knew I could have simply asked (but I looked it
up first just in case and that worked every time). I was met with understanding and patience when I made a mistake
or did not understand. This greatly enhanced my experience of MAS161 as I felt I was encouraged to correct my
mistakes rather than feel ashamed for them. :)"

I "Excellent style of lecturing, key steps in mathematical methods were introduced in a way that didn’t leave room for
uncertainty."

I "The lectures were very useful and probably the first I’ve encountered as an external student where it feels the lecturer
is really ’interacting’ with the class, despite the limitations inherent to a pre recorded lecture."

I "I liked how Amy put up any working and examples that she did on paper, in the lectures, and uploaded onto the
LMS after the lecture, so it was easy to refer back to the examples and look back over how she did them. Amy also
explained quite thoroughly how she got a specific value/where things come from, so it was relatively easy to follow,
both in the lectures and at home, whilst studying and doing assignments."

I "Lecturer’s presentation style is clear and concise. As an external student, it’s very welcome to have the full video
lectures for a mathematics subject. Overall, very good experience in this unit."

I "Lecturer created a friendly learning atmosphere!"

I "The unit was full of very difficult and challenging material, but it was made easy by the amount of support and
quality teaching by the tutors and lecturer."

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "I cannot ask for more than you already have done. Had a best lecturer ever. You gave all the terminologies we needed
to learn in the lecture notes explained in a down to earth manner easy to understand succinctly and explicitly. Never
failed to put lecture notes on time one day before each lecture. A test date and assignments due dates were well
managed and balanced, well away from the free week periods. Time to time gave us a funny jokes. Best lecturer I ever
had. Many lecturers say they work best for their students. Well, they said it very hard and most of them failed to act
on it. You did everything for your students. You are the supreme best. I hope [wish whatever love] to have a lecturer
or lecturers like you in the future. Thank you very much Amy."

3.10 MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2013

I "Often as an external I was a little behind in the learning curve. During assignment time Amy understood this reality
and tailored answers to my questions into specific learning activities. All teaching staff walk a line between giving
too little support to giving too much support but Amy found constructive ways to help my understanding without
’carrying’ me throughout. Amy made herself available almost around the clock during this semester. I would often
receive email responses within hours, even on the weekend. This is quality tuition and instruction that cannot be
easily replicated and it demonstrates Amy’s phenomenal dedication to her job and the care for her students. Above
and beyond."

I "Amy is the best lecturer I have had. She makes the lectures enjoyable and has a true passion for the subject matter
which inspires an interest in learning what she is teaching."

I "Dr Amy Glen was a very enthusiastic lecturer whose energy, and obvious love of mathematics, was infectious and
made learning the content an enjoyable experience."

I "The lectures are not only informative but also entertaining. I have looked forward to watching them in this unit, as
with the last unit I had with Amy."

I "Enthusiasm for the subject was great. The occasional maths joke/picture thrown in to lectures was good to break the
monotony of some topics."
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I "I did enjoy the comics, they gave good comic relief in between the maths. Th knowledge shown by Amy had her
inspiring us to learn more."

I "Amy always responded quickly and helpfully to all questions and emails. Amy explained everything quickly but
effectively."

I "Amy explains concepts in ways that are very easy to understand even for me. Also, she provided us with an abun-
dance of previous exam papers which was very helpful for preparation for the mid sem."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Her enthusiasm and love for math is very contagious!"

I "Makes the lectures fun, and actually shows care towards the eductation of her students."

I "Always referring back to simpler concepts when teaching something new in case we had forgotten. This really helps
to see how everything fits together, and is good revision along the way. She also has well laid out, organised and
thorough lecture notes and works through many examples. Plus all lecture slides and extra working/notes are made
available asap for students to print off LMS. Gives hints for assignments which is also awesome!"

I "Worked examples of problems are always thorough and easy to understand. Liked the use of the VHP to go through
slides, rather than flicking through a slideshow on projector."

I "I like how Amy uses the overhead with the preprinted slides and then her hand written ones."

I "Provides copies of hand written examples from her lectures. Spends time discussing important material specific to
upcoming assessments. Gave an exam revision lecture after official classes had ended (this, in all the units I’ve been
enrolled in, is something that I have never encountered)."

I "She’s organised and always stays behind in case people have any questions. She constantly updates the LMS with
any hints or corrections for assignments."

I "Showing funny pictures to easy to memorise and how mistakes can be made."

I "Lots of worked examples, gives context for concepts and provides real world and mathematical applicaitons of con-
cepts, Comic Relief (maths memes)."

I "The frequent feedback and the lecture memes. It’s hard to forget the things you learn if it’s through memes!"

I "Has a personality and is not monotoned in lectures sometimes includes a joke or funny picture at the start of lectures."

I "She makes me love mathematics"

What are the 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that hinder or interfere with your learning in this unit?

I "Nothing, she is an awesome lecturer, the best I’ve had so far :)"

I "No - she’s awesome."

I "she is perfect ;)"

Please give Amy 1 or 2 specific, practical suggestions on ways to help you improve your learning in this unit?

I "For an external student, Amy already does much more than I ever expected. Short of house calls I cannot imagine
anything more any lecturer could do to assist in the improvement in learning of this unit."

I "Nothing. This unit should be a model on how all other units at Murdoch should be delivered."

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "All the small little maths jokes that Amy made to keep up entertain in the lectures."

I "Engaging lectures, easy to ask questions, quick response time, good use of LMS, got results back very quickly, etc."

I "Mark distribution of each assignment results. Hints for assignment."
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I "Assignments were challenging and tested our understanding of the unit material. Exam preparation clinic was great!"

I "Well explained, informative & organised lectures via echo. The assignments were designed to ensure you had a very
thorough knowledge, understanding & application of each topic, which was very helpful for examination preparation
purposes & quality learning in general. Also the assignment turn around time was very quick."

I "The hints that were provided for the assignments - not at the beginning, but they came along just when they were
needed, and always seemed to be for the questions that I was having trouble with."

I "Frequent assessment combined with promptly delivered feedback."

I "The use of Moodle was absolutely brilliant. It made it really easy to comprehend the layout of the course, and every-
thing was very accessible - it really lessened the stress. I really enjoyed this unit, the math involved was quite fun to
do. I liked that the goal was to make us learn rather than to trip us up in little errors. The support was fantastic."

I "I enjoyed the help of the LMS throughout the semester, it was well structured. Constantly updated, full of the most
useful information."

I "Well organised, plenty of practice questions with solutions. Very thoroughly taught, always referring back to simpler
concepts in case we had forgotten, and lecturer made the effort to keep the students interested with funny math
memes scattered through the lectures."

I "I thoroughly enjoyed the unit, it was well structured, tutorials were incredibly helpful and lectures were easy to
understand."

I "This was my favourite unit that i had taken so far in the course...everything was well planed and presented."

I "The lecturer is the best i have had in two years at university."

3.11 MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, Semester 1, 2013

I "Amy Glen, by far the most clear, concise and diligent lecturer I’ve ever had and the best bar none at Murdoch, the
bar should be set based on my experience with her for this subject, fantastic."

I "Very good lecturer! Makes advanced looking topics easy to understand. Best lecturer out of my first sem units. You
can ask any question using email or discussion board and receive an informative reply quite quickly."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "She is thorough and clear in the lectures and tutorials and she is always very patient and good at helping out when
someone has a problem. I like her personality and I think she creates a positive atmosphere."

I "Great feedback and a welcoming attitude, the material is abstract and it is good to get it delivered with a pleasant
approach. The assignments for external where very good, a good check of my understanding, this coupled with great
feedback really makes life better for an external."

I "Sending back my external assignments with written feedback was particularly helpful. It allowed me to see exactly
where I went wrong and what I need to improve on. Secondly, the fast email response to any questions I had about
the assignments was really appreciated."

I "She helps you construct what should go on your cheat sheet for the exam and makes a summary of the unit course
effectively, she also quickly makes a summary of what we learnt in the previous lecture to refresh our thinking."

I "Me doing really well compared to when I did maths in high school. As a result, my self confidence built and when
I was getting 85’s, I was disappointed because I made errors that I shouldn’t have, but found it funny that at 85, I
wasn’t happy."

What are the 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that hinder or interfere with your learning in this unit?

I "Nothing, she has been the most helpful and diligent lecturer i’ve had at Murdoch."
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I would like to nominate Amy for an award. My reasons for nominating Amy are:

I "I really like Amy. I have been very impressed with the quality and enthusiasm of the lectures and tutorials (I was in
Amy’s group). She is very positive and encouraging and also very thorough in the lectures and tutorials. She is good
at helping anyone who encounters a problem with the material as well. It is clear to me that she is very motivated
and passionate about not only mathematics, but teaching as well. I think this is part of what makes her such a great
teacher. She is also extremely approachable, due to her likeable personality. Anyway, thanks Amy. I think you do a
great job. =)"

I "It is difficult to keep this type of subject matter interesting. In my opinion Amy has a great way of relating the material
to practical examples that maintained my interest even through the driest subject matter."

I "Very professional, knowledgeable, supportive and motivates students to do their best."

I "Made the subject matter relatable and less daunting. Organisation and presentation of lectures was top notch. Great
communication both in lectures and online."

3.12 MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2012

I "Amy takes the time to work through numerous examples in the lectures and is always well prepared. She’s very
quick to reply to email queries and answers questions with possibly even more detail than needed. Fantastic lecturer."

I "The standard of lectures was very high and really useful for external students. I am in Canberra and couldn’t attend
any lectures, but thanks to Amy’s preparation and also her back up of the 2011 lectures, I didn’t miss a single thing."

I "Amy is extremely organised. She is very quick to reply to quires and pre-lecture slides, and exam and assignment
solutions are also available almost immediately after submission. I remember getting a reply about an exam quire at
9:00 pm on a Saturday night. Don’t think that happens to often. Very dedicated teacher."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "She has a lot of humour and actually tells jokes on OUR side rather than tease us. She is very much approachable
and I have no hesitation on seeing her in person whenever needed."

I "Uses LMS properly which less than half the lectures bother to do. This is not limited to lectopia, it also involves
communicating via announcements or on the discussion board and providing students with relevant study material
for tests and exams which have correctly worked examples."

I "She’s clearly enthusiastic about the topic, and makes it interesting to learn by engaging students."

I "She made the unit enjoyable and easy to learn. She also ran the LMS site extremely well."

I "Responds to email extremely quickly and with very pointed and varied content, doesn’t just repeat herself/what she
said in lectures."

I "Clear, step-by-step lectures. Hints for the assignment were very useful too. The useful formula sheets are really
helpful as well."

I would like to nominate Amy for an award. My reasons for nominating Amy are:

I "Amy is an excellent teacher. She presents the information well and in an easy to understand way. She is always
available outside of class to answer questions and does so in a knowledgeable and helpful way. I have had Amy teach
me for 2 subjects and I have scored highly in both. This would not be the case if it weren’t for her, she is just a fantastic
lecturer!"

I "As an external student, it is sometimes hard to differentiate whether a solution is correct or incorrect. This can make
learning Calculus via correspondence difficult at times. Amy’s keen interest in following up and helping where re-
quired was refreshing to see and definitely encouraged further enthusiasm to learn."

I "Amy provides plenty of ’carrots’ for those who want to take concepts a little further than required for the unit, and
backs them up with support if asked for. Questions regarding things that are perhaps slightly out of the scope are
never dismissed, always encouraged. She seems to strike the right balance between helping you at a fundamental
level when you are really struggling, and also ’coaxing’ you when you are making great headway through some of
the more difficult concepts, without giving you the answer on a platter. Her obvious passion for the subject gives the
learner confidence that there is something important and worthwhile at ’end of the tunnel’ of some concepts which
might take several units to fully develop."
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I "Amy was my favourite lecturer and unit coordinator because she ran the unit extremely well. She made it enjoyable
and engaging and was very approachable and always willing to help you. I found MAS161 to be the most enjoyable
and well structured unit I have taken at university before."

I "Amy shows her passion in teaching. Her spirit affects my study possitively and she always enggage with our learn-
ing. She is always there when needed (online)."

I "Dr Glen has demonstrated a level of enthusiasm for her subject that is beyond expectations. Dr Glen demonstrates
a thorough knowledge of her subject and her teaching methods are fantastic, these skills are of utmost importance to
me as an external student where face-to-face contact time is at a minimum."

I "She is super dedicated, always friendly and motivated and, most importantly, responds to things with lightning
speed! Such dedication should be recognised, encouraged and rewarded :)"

I "For being an engaging, very capable, and generally fantastic teacher who cares about her students and does every-
thing she can to assist their learning process."

I "Amy puts a lot of effort into her lectures and communicates the concepts she is teaching effectively."

Please give Amy 1 or 2 specific, practical suggestions on ways to help you improve your learning in this unit?

I "I can’t. For an external student, she was a dream lecturer."

I "Think the unit is pretty well spot on."

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "Amy is competent and cheerful making the lectures go by easily. Her use of LMS is perfect and she even has lectures
from previous years so people may study ahead if they wish and to protect from any potential technical trouble on
this years lectures - which did happen once. I have been consistently pleased with the math department at Murdoch,
for which Amy is a shining example. The two tutors were also very good."

I "Amy is a fantastic teacher who seems to want her students to succeed rather than watch them trip up down the
track."

I "It was a great unit! Amy is a wonderful lecturer, easy to understand and follow and very helpful! Love that you
provide last semesters lectures, it made it much easier to keep up with the content!"

I "Dr Amy is an amazing teacher. The format of the lectures, full of worked examples, are the most helpful I’ve ever
come across."

I "It was a very thorough maths unit and Dr. Amy was excellent in her feedback, help and additional material supplied.
I am very happy :)"

I "Amy’s lectures are very clear and step-by-step. This really makes it easier to understand the harder concepts."

I "Pre lecture slides made the course very easy to follow. Amy is an extremely dedicated and enthusiastic teacher,
making the unit very enjoyable."

I "Amy, you are a great lecturer, i like the level of dedication and you made it easy to understand what we are required
to know. the amount of lecturers and time frame is quite good so it gives us a chance to understand what we have
covered. the lecture slides were also useful."

I "The recorded lectures are fantastic. Amazingly helpful. I have previously taken this unit under a different lecturer
and Amy is at least 100x better as a lecturer and easier to understand!"

3.13 MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, Semester 1, 2012

I "Amy is a great lecturer. She is very passionate about what she is teaching and it comes across. The set up in LMS for
this unit was incredible. This is by far the best prepared unit I have had at Murdoch. Most content was available from
the start, which is highly desirable for External students. All units that offer External study should use MAS167 as a
template of how to set up the unit. Everything was available online up front. Brilliant! (I still hate Maths though :) )"

I "Amy is such an amazing lecturer. She is passionate about the topic which make her lectures enjoyable to be in. It’s
always good to have someone who knows what they’re talking about, but also a want to teach others is great."
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I "Amy always replies to emails promptly, and helps whenever it is needed. She’ll always answer your questions in
class and will often stay behind if need be."

I "She worked through examples in lectures on the overhead, showing all steps needed to solve problem which helped
greatly with my understanding of the unit material and this in many ways offset issues created by tutorials being only
one hour long."

I "I like Amy’s teaching style and strongly believe it helps students understand the subject."

I "The lecturer was great, very easy to understand and moved through the material quickly and thoroughly. Online
lectures where the ideal way to watch the weeks work in one sitting."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Everything! The LMS setup for this is Brilliant. All units offered by Murdoch for External studies should use this as
the template. Amy is very encouraging and supportive with her feedback. Amy is very approachable and at adown
to earth level. The lectopia recordings are invaluable for externals. Putting the courseware on LMS up front is a big
help for externals as well. It means I time manage better with work and kids because I can do a few weeks of work up
front without having to wait for the material."

I "Responded to emails with lightning speed and efficacy, I felt amazingly well supported, both as my unit coordinator
and my external tutor."

I "Provides comprehensive and useful feedback on all external assignments... This is probably the must useful thing of
them all :)"

I "Provides effective feedback and offers assistance when she feels it’s needed even if it wasn’t asked for."

I "Always responds to emails quickly. Always makes herself available to help/offer suggestions."

I "The lectures were very helpful and informative. These were difficult concepts to described and teach, I feel that how
they were torte was extremely well done."

Please give Amy 1 or 2 specific, practical suggestions on ways to help you improve your learning in this unit?

I "I couldn’t in good conscience suggest anything, Amy is fantastic, just keep doing what your doing as far as I’m
concerned!"

I "Amy is great and I cannot fault her in any way. I think this unit is great and will help me with all future units, it does
not require any improvement."

Please tell us what you thought were the best aspects of this unit?

I "The enthusiasm to teach the unit and math! I just want to continue watching the lectures to learn more, I wish every
lecturer was as good."

3.14 MAS161 – Calculus & Matrix Algebra, Semester 2, 2011

I "Amy’s enthusiasm for maths is contagious. I find when I am taught by someone who enjoys the subject, I am more
motivated to learn and to do the best I can. Amy teaches and explains with clarity, working through questions on
VOHP is really helpful in solidifying my understanding. Another thing that is really helpful, is that Amy responds to
emails on the weekend, my first lecturer ever to do so :-) She’s fantastic."

I "Amy is a great lecturer and teacher. She makes it easy, both in her lectures and other communication, to understand
exactly what she is talking about. I found it very easy to learn and understand the content in this unit because it was
so well explained and demonstrated."

I "Dr Glen’s lectures were very thorough, and it was helpful that she provided many examples. I was also impressed
with Dr Glen’s availability (via email), especially outside of normal business hours. It made doing assignments and
study on the weekend that bit easier."

I "Good use of VOHP. Goes through examples slowly making sure everyone knows what’s happening at each step."
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I ". . . her examples on the overhead projector are a learning tool I always love seeing on lectopia as it’s pretty much
exactly what students need."

I "Learning from Amy is not difficult, she is excellent at explaining the maths and demonstrating the material to us
with logical and clear examples."

I "Amy is a wonderful lecturer who teaches her student effectively. I am pleased with Amy lectures."

I "Keeps everyone well informed on unit assignments, exams, results, changes etc. Has lots of additional material
related to course available online."

I "Amy knows her topic very well which allows for some topics to be explained in an easy to understand way."

I "Amy explains things very well. I find I am able to understand quite quickly what she is talking about in lectures and
emails. I also like her enthusiasm and friendliness. I think Amy does a very good job with this and can not think of
anything that might improve it."

I "She structures the tutorials well, focusing on the questions that people seem to need most help with."

I "She is easy to understand, takes the time to work through examplpes and is always enthusiastic."

I "The recorded lectures are very helpful. Could be extended to tutorials for external students. The use of the VOHP
helps me to see some of the classroom examples in real time. The worksheet questions, supplied with the answers,
help me comprehend what is required and enable me to discover solution plans on the web."

I "Material was presented in an easy to understand yet sufficiently detailed manner. Amy was very approachable and
happy to answer questions."

I "Great lecture slides. Great use of Video Overhead Projector, and uploading scanned copies of working on paper
to powerpoints was really useful. Use of lectopia appreciated; in another maths unit, lectopia was chosen not to be
used, as "its doesn’t work for a maths unit". This was a perfect example of teaching whilst correctly implementing the
benefits of technology."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that Amy does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Definitely Amy’s enthusiasm for the topics. It makes studying more enjoyable. Also having the VOHP working put
online after the lectures is fantastic :-)"

3.15 MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, Semester 1, 2011

I "Dr Amy Glen made the class interesting - She is very enthusiastic and wants all students to learn the material. Before
starting this unit I was concerned that I would find the class boring - I am pleased to say this was not the case."

I "Amy was and is a fantastic lecturer, the amount of time and effort she put into prepare her lectures and knowing
them backwards before she lectured made the material so much easier to understand. After the first survey for this
unit that I completed, I believe she took on board my suggestion of making the lectures a little more practical and
hands on by doing as many examples on the VoHP. Amy also provided great online support which was great for me
even though I am an internal student."

I "Well explaining and kind hearted, always welcome to answer the questions and her beautiful smile."

I "I am able to contact her in her office easily and also just as easy on-line! Always helps me when I need it!"

I "Engages the class, shows plenty of examples."

I "Responds to my queries quickly. Makes the topics interesting."

I "Amy Glen is a very enthusiastic lecturer, and gives very good feedback on assessments."

I "Amy also provided great online support which was great for me even though I am an internal student."

I "The Lectopia lectures are a huge help for this unit."

I "The lecturer was very helpful and made this unit very interesting! =]"

I "Dr Amy Glen was always there when I needed help in understanding any questions I had, which was excellent."
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I "I liked the thought of whenever i needed help, that the lecturers and tutors were an email away. Also the lecturer was
always in her office when i needed help! Great course! Would recommend to anyone!"

Please give Amy 1 or 2 specific, practical suggestions on ways to help you improve your learning in this unit?

I "Nothing. I feel she already delivers an exceptional learning experience."

I "Nothing, I am loving the unit as is!"

I "Use the VOHP system more instead of the board if possible, so I can look it up on Lectopia. This is a suggestion, if I
ever have problem, she is always in her office or on-line!"

3.16 MAS167 – Computational Mathematics, 2010

I "When Amy Glen was lecturing she would go over things, and explain everything clearly. She seemed to make every-
thing fun and interesting, thus making understanding of the topics easier."

I "Maths is very important subject to show enthusiasm in. It is very important to make it fun for students. And Amy
does it so well! I really enjoyed each lecture."

I "The lecturer Amy Glen was very good for this unit. Her enthusiasm helped to lighten the subject and made it a lot
less heavy than it could have been. The areas covered in this unit were solid and the unit was well organised. The
maths in this unit was very difficult for me but luckily I was in good hands. The lectures and notes were available
online. There were a lot of practice questions."

I "Makes topics fun and not boring. Boring subjects are hard to learn."

I "She is very enthusiastic about topics. Speaks loud enough, and gives clear explanations."

I "Explains what we need to know, but more importantly what we do not need to know. Amy is able to simplify concepts
so they are easily digestible – putting things into bite-sized chunks."

I "Explains methods for solutions clearly."

I "Provides examples and goes through them, showing each step involved."

I "Provides very detailed and comprehensive information about each topic."

I "Goes through questions at an easy pace (not rushed)."

I "You are the best."

I "Mark and Amy are both excellent lecturers who are obviously passionate and knowledgeable about their area of
study."

I ". . . Also Amy had much better lecturing style. Lukas would just repeat exercises which we already had in our book.
Since all the stuff is already in our book i quickly realised i wasn’t learning anything from the lectures at all. Amy
does things different with step by step powerpoint slides that clarify the rules and meanings of jargon."

What are 1 or 2 specific things that this teacher does that help you learn in this unit?

I "Encourages students to work through the examples given in the lectures while or before she works through the
example."

I "Makes us work through examples with her. Post slides on LMS."

I "Slide presentations. Lots of examples."

I "Implements many examples to demonstrate her point."

I "The examples she does on the board are really useful. She is really good at replying to emails in regards to help with
the work."

I "Makes time between classes for students with difficulties."
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3.17 STATS 1000 – Statistical Practice I, 2006

I "I like the way Ms Amy Glen is always prepared to assist outside of lectures. On numerous occasions I have e-mailed
Amy for assistance with assignments and other materials and I always on numerous occasions received a quick reply.
Ms Amy Glen is a credit to the faculty and in my opinion she is one of the best lecturers I’ve ever had. Good on you
Amy!"

I "Amy is a very professional, organised teacher. She remains professional and at the same time comes across as friendly
and willing to help, very approachable. Amy simplifies every aspect of Statistics in such a way that I’ve never felt I’ve
fallen behind. I honestly thoroughly enjoy my Stats lectures."

I "She is very good at giving a clear explanation of a concept and providing real world examples."

I "Makes an effort to make lectures interesting by giving short quizzes and video presentations."

I "She uses the over-head projector to give us extra information by writing on it. It means she explains the info at a
much more detailed level than what is in the lecture notes."

I "A good aspect of Amy Glen’s teaching is the powerpoint slides, with the over-head projector notes combination. This
allows the students to both view what we are learning, and easily write notes regarding the content. She also seems
to enjoy what she is teaching, which is a good attribute to have."

I "She goes through things at an easy pace and is easy to follow. Repeats explanations to ensure that they are well
understood."

I "When giving examples of new concepts Amy re-iterates important points that apply to the new concept from past
concepts. Also gives numerous practical examples that build upon each other."

I "Clear and concise language, lots of examples & great notes."

I "Ms Amy Glen makes sure she covers every aspect; making sure that every student understands."

What are the best aspects of this person’s teaching?

I "Her energetic teaching method, clear explanations of lecture notes, passion for teaching. Overall it is a good start for
a first year student as tons of lecturers will just quickly run through the lecture notes."

This person could improve student learning by:

I "Nothing ... She is perfect!"

3.18 STATS 2011 – Statistical Modelling II, 2006

I "Very clear and thorough explanations and examples. Very helpful and knows the material off the top of her head,
like the back of her hand."

I "She gives really good notes and is always keen to help students."

I "Very approachable. Repeats things to help us learn and remember. Good clear lecture notes. Very organised and
structured."

I "Amy’s lecture notes are detailed and easy to follow and she is enthusiastic about the course."

I "Well structured lectures, doesn’t waste any time, sympathetic to the needs of students with slightly different back-
ground knowledge (i.e., computer science, maths or other programs)."

What are the best aspects of this person’s teaching?

I ". . . the way she actually wants to help us succeed."

This person could improve student learning by:

I "Teaching more courses."
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3.19 STATS 1004 – Statistical Practice I (Life Sciences), 2006

I "Very methodical and logical explanations and reasoning through examples."

I "Succinct, explains in detail and uses effective examples to reinforce learning."

I "She explains all concepts thoroughly, speaks with a clear voice and goes over things if students show a lack of
understanding."

I "Although she teaches a boring course, she still manages to keep a smile on her face."

I "Excellent examples, well worked through. Clear explanations of concepts. Excellent lecture style of using overhead
projector to add additional notes. Points out where concepts are useful in assignments/tutorials."

I "She is very clear and very direct with her teaching which is fantastic. Because Stats is already a boring subject to
begin with, being concise and clear really helps."

I "I like her use of the overhead projector for notices, recap from last time and extra notes. I also like the extra notes that
she provides; they are very useful."

I "Very informative, well organised, clear and increases my enthusiasm and interest in learning even statistics."

I "Amy was an excellent teacher. She makes statistics rather interesting which is more than I had expected for statistics!!"

I "Goes through difficult concepts slowly and repeatedly to make sure they can be understood."

I "She stops, answers, reassures, and moves on."

What are the best aspects of this person’s teaching?

I "Her concern for students. She made an extra effort in helping me catch up with the course as I enrolled late. She is
also a good communicator."

I "How she explains things using many examples and revamps on what was covered in the previous lecture."

This person could improve student learning by:

I "Teaching for the whole semester."

I ". . . maybe don’t be so enthusiastic about Stats!"

I "Keep it up."

3.20 STATS 2011 – Statistical Theory and Modelling, 2005

I "She explains topics in a manner that is easy to understand. She tries to make everything relevant and at a level we can
all understand. Amy is extremely approachable and very willing to do anything required to help students understand
the course."

I "Clear and concise with all important aspects. Also very approachable. Good use of resources such as MyUni, e-mail,
etc."

I "Always willing to help. Clear, thorough explanations. Extremely well organized."

I "Clear, precise, enthusiastic, well organized, knowledgeable."

3.21 Bradford College, 2005

I "She is so nice. She cares about students so much. She is a great teacher. She always gives clear explanations. She loves
helping us. Great!"

I "She shows her concern for students and gives clear explanations for difficult concepts."

I "Even better than the university lecturer."

What are the best aspects of this person’s teaching?

I "Her perpetual smile and willingness to clarify doubts that we may have over lects and tutes. She conducts tutorials
very well and I have truly enjoyed Stat Prac this semester thanks to Amy! Amy is THE BEST . . . enough said."
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4 Teaching Awards

At Murdoch University, I have been nominated for and/or awarded the following teaching awards.

I 2017: Top quartile of Unit Surveys in the School for MAS225 in Semester 2

– Overall satisfaction score (Q8: 5.71) in the Unit Survey for MAS225 (Discrete Mathematics & Management Sci-
ence) — jointly taught with Dr Mark Lukas — was in the top quartile of Unit Surveys in the School of Engineering
& IT in Semester 2, 2017.

I 2017: Top quartile of Unit Surveys in the School for MAS161 in Semester 2

– Overall satisfaction score (Q8: 5.65) in the Unit Survey for MAS161 (Calculus & Matrix Algebra) was in the top
quartile of Unit Surveys in the School of Engineering & IT in Semester 2, 2017.

I 2017: Top quartile of Unit Surveys in the School for MAS162 in Semester 1

– Overall satisfaction score (Q8: 5.28) in the Unit Survey for MAS162 (Foundations of Discrete Mathematics) was
in the top quartile of Unit Surveys in the School of Engineering & IT in Semester 1, 2017.

I 2017: Inducted into the Murdoch Learning Excellence Academy (LEAD) as a Murdoch LEAD Senior Fellow

Murdoch LEAD (Learning Excellence Academy) promotes and celebrates excellence and leadership in learning and
teaching at Murdoch. Murdoch LEAD Fellowships recognise staff who demonstrate excellence, leadership, creativity
and innovation in their learning and teaching practice. The main aim of the Academy is to build a community of
practitioners who will model, promote, mentor and lead best practices in learning and teaching for both the university
and the sector.

I 2016: Top quartile of Teaching and Unit Surveys in the School for MAS162 in Semester 1

– Overall satisfaction score (Q8: 5.69) in the Unit Survey for MAS162 (Foundations of Discrete Mathematics) was
in the top quartile of Unit Surveys in the School of Engineering & IT in Semester 1, 2016.

– Overall satisfaction score (Q7: 5.73) in the Teaching Survey for MAS162 (Foundations of Discrete Mathematics)
was in the top quartile of Teaching Surveys in the School of Engineering & IT in Semester 1, 2016.

I 2016: MAS130 in top 10 OUA units

MAS130 (Calculus & Matrix Algebra) was in the top 10 OUA units offered through Murdoch University in Study
Period 4 in 2015/16 (based on student feedback in surveys).

I 2015: School Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence

Awarded for the highest overall satisfaction score (Q7: 5.72) in Teaching Surveys in the School for the unit MAS161
(Calculus & Matrix Algebra) in Semester 2, 2015 ($2, 000 grant).

I 2015: Top quartile of Unit Surveys in the School for MAS161

Overall satisfaction score (Q8: 5.54) for the unit MAS161 (Calculus & Matrix Algebra) was in the top quartile of Unit
Surveys in the School of Engineering & IT in Semester 2, 2015.

I 2015: Top quartile of Teaching Surveys in the School for MAS162

Overall satisfaction score (Q7: 5.30) for the unit MAS162 (Foundations of Discrete Mathematics) was in the top quartile
of Teaching Surveys in the School of Engineering & IT in Semester 1, 2015.

I 2014: Top quartile of Unit Surveys in the School for MAS161

Overall satisfaction score (Q8: 5.68) for the unit MAS161 (Calculus & Matrix Algebra) was in the top quartile of Unit
Surveys in the School of Engineering & IT in Semester 2, 2014.

I 2014: Vice Chancellor’s Award for Teaching Excellence (won)†**

– Murdoch University’s highest award for General Teaching Excellence in a Discipline ($4,000 prize money)

I 2013: Vice Chancellor’s Awards for Teaching Excellence (nominated)

– Nominated by 11 students through a standard Teaching Survey for the unit MAS167 (Computational Maths) in
Semester 1, 2013.

– Nominated on the basis of being in the top 10% of teaching staff in the student surveys of teaching in 2013.
†http://our.murdoch.edu.au/Educational-Development/VCs-Learning-and-Teaching-Awards/Teaching-awards/2014-recipients/

**http://staffnews.murdoch.edu.au/uni-awards-top-teachers-for-2014/

http://www.murdoch.edu.au/Learning-and-Teaching/Murdoch-LEAD/
http://media.murdoch.edu.au/murdochs-learning-and-teaching-excellence-celebrated
http://our.murdoch.edu.au/Educational-Development/VCs-Learning-and-Teaching-Awards/Teaching-awards/2014-recipients/
http://staffnews.murdoch.edu.au/uni-awards-top-teachers-for-2014/
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I 2012: Vice Chancellor’s Awards for Teaching Excellence (nominated)
Nominated by 13 students through a standard Teaching Survey for MAS161 (Calculus & Matrix Algebra) in S2, 2012.

I 2011: Vice Chancellor’s Awards for Teaching Excellence (nominated)

At The University of Adelaide, my high standard of teaching was also formally recognised by two Head of School’s Awards
for Lecturing Excellence in 2006, based upon outstanding student evaluations. These awards, which were initiated in 2006,
recognised staff who achieved a mean or median score of at least 6 out of 7 in their Student Evaluations of Learning and
Teaching (SELTs) for the question: "All things considered, how would you rate the effectiveness of this person as a university teacher?"
I received the award for all of my evaluated courses in 2006:
– Statistical Modelling II (6.6, 7)*

– Statistical Practice I (6, 6)*

– Statistical Practice I (Life Sciences) (5.8, 6)*

*Numbers in parentheses are the SELT scores (mean, median)
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